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Abstract

Energy filtering combined with 2D CCD arrays has been one of the most im
portant developments in electron microscopy in recent years. The theory for 
elastic scattering has been fully developed for sometime but could not accurately 
predict experimental scattering intensities due to the large number of inelastic 
events which occur in real situations. At the same time it was difficult to incor
porate inelastic scattering into the theory. Energy filtering leads to much closer 
correlation between theory and experiment.

Good correlation now depends upon an accurate knowledge of the structure fac
tors for the material under consideration. These values are well known for in
dependent atoms but bonding effects make it more difficult to define them for 
crystals. Convergent Beam Electron Diffraction (CBED) can be used with a 
pattern matching technique to obtain these crystal structure factors. However, 
CBED patterns are complicated and calculation time can be large. The Bethe ap
proximation has been applied and tested as a means of reducing total calculation 
time. It is demonstrated that it is superior to previous methods and experimental 
results with Si show that it gives good correlation with known structure factor 
values from X-ray analysis.

The energy filter can also be used to produce an elemental profile of a particular 
crystal. In this case it is used to image inelastically scattered electrons, producing 
a chemical map by imaging the crystal using only the electrons from a set of 
specific energy losses, corresponding to particular elements. One of the issues 
relating to chemical mapping is the resolution which can be obtained. It has been 
shown that it depends upon microscope parameters such as chromatic aberrations 
and objective aperture size. In this work the underlying physical limit imposed 
by dynamical diffraction and the excitation process is considered. A model is 
developed to investigate this by comparing results from an independent atom 
and one within a crystal. It is shown that the intensity of the image is strongly 
dependent on the depth of the atom in the crystal due to the intensity of the Bloch 
wave at that depth and that the inclusion of a crystal produces several fringes. 
Also, the presence of these fringes make it impossible to create a high resolution 
image of the crystal using inelastically scattered electrons as claimed [1].
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C hapter 1

Introduction

CCD arrays [2] and energy filtered imaging [3, 4] have revolutionised Transmis

sion Electron Microscopy (TEM). Theory and experiment can now be directly 

compared in both the elastic and inelastic case. In this thesis we consider a num

ber of areas which imaging Parallel Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (PEELS) 

has opened up for investigation.

1.1 Energy Filtering in the Elastic Scattering  

Case

Elastic theory can accurately describe the diffraction and image intensities of 

a crystalline material provided a detail description of the structure being mod

elled is available, i.e. atomic position, chemical composition, Debye-Waller factor, 

crystal potential and thickness all need to be known. The element and atomic po

sitions can be found in a variety of ways, e.g. X-ray analysis, but it is much more 

difficult to determine the distribution of the potential. The potential is described 

using a Fourier representation, the discrete values being known as structure fac

tors, see section 2.2. The structure factors are known for an independent atom [5]
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but the bonding effects in a crystal make these values inaccurate for bulk material.

However, now that theory and experiment can be directly compared it is possible 

to use a pattern matching technique to find these structure factors. Using a 

parallel beam of incident electrons will result in only a very limited amount 

of intensity data being available for matching. If Convergent Beam Electron 

Diffraction (CBED) is used, see chapter 2 and 3 and [6], then large disks which 

cover much of the collection area are produced. This allows a better comparison 

of theory and experiment to be made. Initially, the theoretical model calculates 

the CBED pattern using the independent atom structure factor values and refines 

them until the best fit between theory and experiment is found, see chapter 3. 

Pattern matching can be used to determine these structure factors in one of 

two ways. Zuo and Spence [7] have developed a technique which uses only a 

systematic row, where as Bird and Saunders [8] have developed one for use with 

a zone axis. These techniques are discussed in chapter 3.

The detailed CBED patterns which contain a large amount of dynamical diffrac

tion require a large number of calculations to be performed, particularly for the 

zone axis technique, see section 3.2.2. This may make the method unattractive 

as a way of determining these structure factors. Therefore, it is essential to find 

ways to reduce the calculation time. The largest amount of time is spent cal

culating the many beam matrix (see chapter 2). These calculations scale as N3 

where N is the order of the matrix. Therefore, if the size of the m atrix can be 

reduced large time savings can be made. Second order perturbation theory has 

been used to reduce calculation time in the zone axis technique and the Bethe 

approximation in the systematic row technique.

In chapter 2 the theory for elastic electron diffraction is presented, indicating 

which approximations are used and why there may be a large number of calcu

lations. In chapter 3 the method of low order structure factor determination is 

explained and the Bethe approximation is investigated as a means of reducing the 

calculation time in the Bird and Saunders zone axis method [8]. It is compared to



the second order perturbation theory which has previously been used. Initially, a 

simple three beam case is considered, being extended to a more realistic system 

later. The Bethe approximation is found to give accurate answers while need

ing less calculations than second order perturbation theory. Finally, the pattern 

matching method of Bird and Saunders, including the Bethe approximation, is 

used to determine low order structure factors for a Si system and found to give 

good agreement with X-ray analysis.

1.2 Energy Filtering in the Inelastic Scattering  

Case

Energy filtering can also be used to study inelastic events by excluding electrons 

which do not have some specified energy, i.e. those which have either undergone 

no inelastic scattering or have lost a different amount of energy in the scattering 

event. If the inelastic event is due to the excitation of an electron from a core 

state to a higher state then the energy loss will be characteristic of the element. 

If an image of a crystal is taken at a characteristic energy loss for each element in 

the crystal then a chemical map of this crystal can be created, see section 4.1.1.

It is known that the microscope aberrations affect the resolution of these maps 

see [9, 10, 11] and section 4.1.2. However, the underlying physics has been less 

well investigated, in particular how the dynamical diffraction affects resolution. 

It is this point which is investigated in chapters 4 and 5. In order to investigate 

this two models need to be used, one where the atom undergoing excitation is 

in free space, the other where the atom is surrounded by a crystal, this second 

model introduces dynamical diffraction effects. These models are developed in 

chapter 4. A number of approximations are made to ensure that the model 

is simple and does not add confusing details to the picture. Essentially, we 

need a source of inelastic electrons but this source does not need to describe 

the real world precisely. Therefore, the atom is assumed to be hydrogenic and
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does not interfere with the surrounding crystal other than to provide a source 

for the inelastic scattering. The dipole approximation is used in the atomic 

transition and a single scattering event at the source atom is assumed. These 

approximations and the others are discussed in more detail in chapter 4.

These approximations are tested in Chapter 5 using the simple free space model. 

It is found that the dipole approximation does not significantly affect the object 

functions. The free space model is used to analyse the spatial extent of the object 

function and how this depends upon transition and energy loss. It is found that 

even for relatively low energy losses the object function has a half maximum 

width of only 2A, indicating that atomic resolution may be possible. The crystal 

model is then considered and the results compared to the free space model. It 

is found that the inclusion of a crystal introduces a set of background fringes of 

atomic lattice spacing which are superimposed on the basic object function. It is 

also found that by moving the atom in the x-y plane the object function moves 

in relation to the surrounding fringes, indicating that the interaction between 

the fast electron and source atom is to some extent localised to within a lattice 

spacing. Additionally, the intensity of the object function is now dependent 

upon the depth of the source atom through the crystal. It is shown that this 

results from the variation of the Bloch wave intensity through the crystal. This 

variation in the intensities with respect to depth is reduced if a single focus is 

used, as would be the case in a real system. It was also found that the fringes 

due to the surrounding crystal reverse as the depth of the source atom changes, 

it is shown by using a single focus that this is due to changing the position of the 

focus rather than the depth of the atom.

However, as may be expected using a single focus tends to cause the object 

functions of the atoms not at the point of focus to spread out. The combination 

of this spatial spread, the production of fringes and the varying intensity through 

the depth of the crystal will reduce the level of resolution possible.

It was suggested by Endoh et al [1] that atomic resolution had been achieved
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using this inelastic imaging. However, the imaging was not of impurity atoms 

within a host crystal but of the host crystal itself. It is shown in section 5.4 

that the bright spots in an inelastic image of a host crystal are largely made up 

from the fringes of surrounding crystal columns and do not represent a specific 

column. Therefore, these pictures cannot be thought of as being atomic imaging.

In chapter 6 these results are reviewed and conclusions drawn.
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C hapter 2

Background Theory

In this Chapter some of the basic assumptions and equations that will be used 

in the rest of the thesis are considered. It begins by assuming the relativistic 

Schrodinger equation as the governing equation of High Energy Electron Diffrac

tion and introduces the forward scattering (section 2.1) and projected potential 

(section 2.2) approximations.

These approximations are then used to derive the diffracted wave amplitude 

(section2.3) and the many beam equations (section 2.4) which allow computation 

of the intensity of diffracted beams. The effect of inelastic scattering is considered 

and the resulting absorption effects are included into the theory using the optical 

potential (section 2.5).

2.1 Forward Scattering Approxim ation

The work presented here is concerned with experimental conditions where typical 

electron microscope voltages are of the order of 200keV [12, 13]. At these voltages 

the electrons travel at ~  70% of the speed of light and relativistic corrections must 

be employed. For this purpose the relativistic Schrodinger equation is used [14]
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[ -V 2 +  {/(r)]4-(r) =  fc2<P( r) (2.1)

where U(r) is related to the actual crystal potential V(r) by,

U(r) =  ^ V ( r )

and has the units A -2 , mo is the rest mass of the electron and 7  depends on the 

accelerating voltage Vo by 7  =  1 +  eVo/raoc2. At accelerating voltages of 200 keV 

the scattering will be mainly in the forward direction.

The system that will be considered in this work consists of a beam of electrons 

incident upon a parallel sided crystal at a small angle from the normal. The 

transverse and longitudinal components of the incident wave vector k are K 

and kz respectively, see figure 2.1. Experimentally, little difference is found in 

CBED patterns where the zone axis and surface are not normal to each other 

so long as the angle remains close to 90 degrees [15]. The diffraction geometry 

used throughout this thesis is symmetric Laue where the zone axis forms planes 

perpendicular to the crystal surface [16, 17], see later in this section.

If the wave vector k of the incident electron is split into transverse and longi

tudinal components as in figure 2.1 then it should be noted that the transverse 

wave vector component K is only a few A-1 while the k z component is approx

imately 250A-1 [18]. If the wavefunction 'k(r) is split into a rapidly varying 

function exp(ikz) and a slowly varying function <^(r), i.e. \k(r) =  exp(ikz)(/)(r) 

then equation (2.1) becomes [14],

[—■V U W ( r )  =  2 i ^  +  ^  (2.2)

where R  is the transverse component of r. Since < (̂r) is slowly varying d2<j)/dz2 

will be small compared to 2ikd<f>/dz and can be neglected and equation (2.2) 

becomes,

13



K

Zone Axis

z = 0

z — t

Figure 2.1: Geometry of electron diffraction considered here. The components of 
incident electron wave vector k are K  in the x-y plane and kz in the z direction.

■V|t +  J /( r )]^ r)  =  2*fc- ,d £
d z '

(2.3)

This is known as the forward scattering approximation. The effect of dropping 

the second term in equation (2.2) can be seen if the free space solutions are 

considered, i.e. U(r) =  0. The solutions are then,

(j) = exp[i(K.R — K 2z/2k)]\

=  exp(zK.R) exp[z(fc — K 2/2k)z\. (2.4)

In free space the z component of the plane wave should be kz = yj(k2 — K 2) but in 

the forward scattering approximation this has been replaced by kz = k — K 2/2k.  

The free electron sphere has been replaced by a free electron parabola which is an 

unimportant approximation except for the case of large angle scattering. During
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the work presented here this will not be significant since the scattering angles 

will generally be small.

2.2 P rojected  Potential Approxim ation

Equation 2.3 can be further simplified when the form of the potential U(r) is taken 

into account. In a perfect crystal the potential is periodic with U (r +  1) =  U(r), 

where 1 is any lattice vector. This potential can now be expressed as a Fourier 

series [18]

U(t) = £ [ / g exp(ig.r) (2.5)
g

where Ug is known as the structure factor and is given by

t/g =  —  f  drU(r) exp(—ig.r). (2.6)
Vc Jcell

Here g is a reciprocal lattice vector and vc is the volume of the unit cell. When 

the fast electron is incident along a zone axis the reciprocal lattice points lie in

a set of two dimensional layers perpendicular to the incident direction as shown

in figure 2.2. Thus, a general reciprocal lattice vector can be written as g(n) =  

(G, —ngz), where G is the component perpendicular to the incident electron wave 

vector k, gz is the spacing between the layers and n is the layer number. The

minus sign in front of n follows the convention of Bird [14] where scattering into

the nth HOLZ layer is due to diffraction by g(n) rather than g(-n).

Thus equation (2.5) can be written as,

^ ( r ) =  Y ,  exP(~ingzz) Y  ^gn) exp(iG.R)
n G

= Y exP ( - in9zz)U(n)(R)  (2.7)
n

where,

R ) =  £  UiG,-ng.) exp(tG .R). (2.8)
G

15



incident direction k

Figure 2.2: When the electron is incident down a zone axis the reciprocal lattice 
lattice points lie in planes perpendicular to the incident direction.
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If {L} is the projection of the real lattice onto a plane then the zero layer of the 

reciprocal lattice of figure 2.2, {G}, is reciprocal to {L}. The projection of a real 

lattice unit cell has an area of A c. As indicated by equations (2.7) and (2.8) each 

of the n layers contributes a two dimensional potential. These £/(n)’s are known as 

conditional projected potentials and are described in detail in [19]. The potential 

associated with the zero layer U^°\R)  is known as the projected potential and is 

the full crystal potential projected down the zone axis under consideration onto 

a two dimensional plane. It follows that [20],

C/(0)(R ) =  1 jf*«7(r)d*, (2.9)

where d is the repeat distance along the zone axis direction and is given by 

d = ‘hr/gz. U°(R) is then given by,

U°(R) =  £  UG exp(iG.R). (2.10)
G

In the projection approximation only the zero layer terms U ^ ( R) are used and 

equation (2.3) becomes [14]

[ — +  V W  ( R M r )  =  2 i ^ .  (2.11)

This is justified when considering the Ewald sphere construction of figure 2.3. 

It can be seen that for diffraction into a HOLZ layer g must be large, resulting 

in weak scattering. Additionally, a large number of zero layer points lie close to 

the Ewald sphere while for higher order layers there are comparatively few. This 

becomes more pronounced as the wave vector k increases, for an accelerating 

voltage of 200keV the difference in the number of points and size of the g vector 

would be considerably larger than indicated by figure 2.3.

It should be noted, however, that HOLZ effects are seen and can be quite sig-

17



11=2

n = l

n=0

Figure 2.3: Ewald sphere construction showing that large g vectors are required 
for HOLZ scattering. In reality the differences are much larger than shown here.

nificant if the geometry of the problem is right. In the work presented here, the

geometries have been chosen so as to minimise HOLZ effects and so no detailed 

description is given.

2.3 D iffracted W ave A m plitu de

Equation 2.11 is separable since the terms — +  t/l°'(R ) are not dependent

upon z. Substituting </>(R, z) with t (H).Z(z ) results in the equations,

[ - v k  +  t/<°>(R)]rm(R) =  smrm(R) (2.12)

and
dZ

2 i k ~ d 7  =  SmZm (2 -13)

where sm is the separation constant with the subscript m used to identify different

18



solutions. Equation 2.13 can be solved to give Zm = exp(—ismz/2k)  and gives 

as the general solution,

<^(R, z) — ^
m

= ^2 € mTm{ B ) e x ^ { - i s mzl2k)  (2-14)
m

where em are a set of expansion coefficients.

Equation 2.12 is like a two-dimensional time independent Schrodinger equation, 

H =  E ^  with a two dimensional Hamiltonian H  = — + U ^ ( R) and pe

riodic potential U^°\ The solutions are Bloch waves as in standard solid state 

theory [21]. In this case rm is generally written as r J(K ,R ) where K  is a two 

dimensional Bloch wave vector and j  represents the different bands which are 

generally referred to as branches in electron diffraction. Similarly sm is written 

as s3(K) and is known as the transverse energy [16] and em is written as (K).

The 2  dependence of each Bloch state is given through equation (2.14), putting 

this into the new terminology gives,

<f)j { K , r) =  r j ( K , R) exp[-is j {K)z/2k] (2.15)

or

\F  =  exp (ikz)t/>3 =  t3 exp[i(k — s3/2k)z]. (2.16)

Each state has a different effective z component of wave vector k3z, given by

(k — s3/2k). As K is varied the resulting changes to kJz give the dispersion

surface. The total wave function in the crystal must in principle include every 

distinct state on the dispersion surface and is written as [14],

<l> = Y ,  E  ej (K )rJ'(K, R) exp[-*V(K)*/2fc]. (2.17)
K j
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The sum over K  is over the first Brillouin zone only. The incident electron wave is 

given by exp(zKo.R). The expansion coefficients or excitation amplitudes eJ(K) 

can be found by matching the incident electron wave to equation (2.17) at the top 

surface of the crystal, z = 0, where Ko defines the incident orientation of the in

coming electron. Noting that only Bloch waves with K =  Ko can be excited [18], 

multiplying both sides of equation (2.17) with r J*(Ko,R) and integrating over 

the projected unit cell gives the excitation amplitude as,

eJ'(K 0) =  -f- /  rfRexp(iK0.R )rJ*(K0.R) (2.18)
A c Jcell

where A c is the area of the projected unit cell. Using the same criterion for 

excited Bloch waves the wave function within the crystal simplifies to,

<j> = Y ,  eJ(K 0)rJ(K0, R) exp[—*V(K0)z/2A;)]. (2.19)
j

Finally, to find the diffracted wave amplitudes below the crystal it should be noted 

that each Bloch wave t j ( K o, R) can only contain Fourier components of (K o+G ). 

Since the wave function within the crystal and the diffracted wave below the 

crystal must be matched the diffracted wave must also have components (K o+G ). 

Therefore, the diffracted wave has the form, YIg ^g(Ko> t) exp[z(Ko +  G).R] and 

the matching equation is,

y ;  ej r j exp(—isj t/2k) = ^g (K o , t ) exp[z(K0 +  G).R]. (2.20)
j  G

Here, reference to the depth coordinate z is replaced with thickness t since it will 

always be at the bottom of the crystal that the matching takes place i.e. z =  t. 

Ag(Ko, t) is the amplitude of each plane wave component below the crystal and is 

given explicitly by multiplying both sides of equation (2.20) by exp[—z(Ko+G).R] 

and integrating over the projected unit cell [14], i.e.

20



AG(Ko,f) =  X]e-’ex p (-is3'</2ifc)j- / d R r J'(K 0,R )ex p [-i(K o  + G).R] (2.21)
7 C

The intensity below the crystal for a given reflection G  and incident orientation 

K 0 is given by,

/ g (K o,<) =  I^ g (K o, 0 |2- (2.22)

2.4 M any Beam  Equations

In order to solve equations (2.18), (2.19), (2.21) it is necessary to determine the 

Bloch waves r(Ko, R ), this can be achieved by expanding them in terms of plane 

waves [21] i.e.,

t j ( K 0, R) =  £ < % (K o )ex p [i(K 0 +  G).R]. (2.23)
G

c h  are the Bloch wave coefficients, giving the amount of each plane wave present 

in branch j .  Substituting this expansion into equation (2.12), multiplying through 

by exp[—z(Ko +  G).R] and integrating over the projected unit cell gives [14],

£ ( [ K 0 +  G )2 —^ ( K 0)]6g ,G' +  - |-  /  dRexp[i(G  —G').R]f7(0)(R) =  0. (2.24)
q  A c J  cell

The potential term in the above equation is the structure factor ^ g -G ' as given 

in equation (2.6) and leads to the many beam equations,

£  ([(Ko +  G )2 -  ^'(K o^g.G ' +  U g ' - g )  C3g (K o) =  0. (2.25)
G
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This is a standard matrix equation which can be solved by numerical diago- 

nalisation with the incident orientation K 0 being chosen for the system under 

consideration and the structure factors Uq taken from tabulated form factors [5]. 

The sum over Uq  is infinitely large but the equation converges with an increas

ing number of Uqi  f°r numerical calculations the sum must be truncated at some 

point, see section 3.4.3. These form factors have been calculated for independent 

atoms assuming that no electrons are lost from the scattering i.e. there is no ab

sorption (see next section). They are not accurate for atoms within a crystal due 

to bonding effects but only a few will be significantly altered from the indepen

dent atom value, see chapter 3. Thus the excitation amplitudes, wave function 

and diffracted wave amplitudes are found by substituting equation (2.23) into 

equations (2.18), (2.19), (2.21) respectively and solving the many beam equation 

(2.25). Thus, the final expressions, ignoring absorption, are given by,

eJ'(K 0) =  Cj*(K0)

4> =  ££ci*(Ko)C4(Ko)exp[;(Ko + G).R]
3 G

exp[— (K 0)z/2k] 

j4g (K 0,*) =  £ C ,Q*C^exp(-js-,t/2fc).

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

2.5 Inclusion o f Absorption

The above treatment of diffraction does not take into account any inelastic events. 

These events due to thermal diffuse scattering, atomic electron excitation, plas- 

mons etc. tend to deflect the electrons from their elastic path and away from 

the Bragg positions. These electrons are said to be absorbed since they do not 

contribute to the expected intensity for the elastic theory.

To include this effect in a mathematical model it is necessary to find a method by 

which the Bloch states decay as they proceed through the crystal since the total
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number of inelastic events will increase through the crystal. This can be achieved 

by the inclusion of an imaginary part to the crystal potential so that [22]

U( r) =  UR{ r) +  AU7(r)

Various contributions to the imaginary potential 7̂/ (r) have been considered but 

thermal diffuse scattering is generally assumed to be the most important [23, 

24, 25]. Using this assumption Bird and King [26] have tabulated the complex 

structure factor values. In the rest of this thesis if absorption needs to be taken 

into account these structure factors will be used, the basic Doyle and Turner [5] 

values being used otherwise.

The major implication for the theory previously described is that the resulting 

many beam m atrix becomes non-Hermitian and is therefore more difficult to 

solve [18], with the resulting eigenvalues becoming complex. This is an essential 

part of the model as the complex eigenvalues cause the Bloch states to decay as 

they proceed through the crystal, due to the exponential term of equation (2.28) 

now having an imaginary and real part.

Although it is possible to solve the original Hermitian matrix and calculate the 

new value for o) using perturbation theory [18] the work presented here 

solves the non-Hermitian matrix exactly. The non-Hermitian matrix has two 

sets of eigenvalue and eigenvector solutions which are found by diagonalising the 

many beam m atrix equation (2.25) and its transpose [27]. The diagonalisation of 

the transpose of the many beam matrix leads to the production of the left hand 

set of eigenvectors which must be introduced into equations (2.27), (2.28) 

and (2.28) as shown below [28], now being complex,

eJ(K 0) =  Cj*( K 0) (2.29)

<A =  £ £ ( % * ( K °)C£.(Ko)exp[;(K0 +  G).R] 
i  G

exp[—is\Ko)z /2k] (2.30)
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Ag (K 0,<) =  J 2 C 3o C 3G exp(-isH /2k).
j

(2.31)

2.6 Summary

In this chapter the basic equations for high energy electron diffraction and CBED 

have been given. The relativistic Schrodinger equation was taken for the starting 

point and the forward scattering and projected potential approximations used to 

simplify the expressions. The intensity values are given by equations (2.21) and 

(2 .22).

The many beam equations were then derived as a means of calculating equation 

(2.21) and expressions for the diffracted wave intensity found. Thus computation 

of CBED patterns can now be performed. Finally, the effects of inelastic scat

tering were considered and a complex potential expression was introduced. This 

accounted for the absorption of electrons due to thermal diffuse scattering.
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C hapter 3

Convergent Beam  Electron  

Diffraction

In this chapter Convergent Beam Electron Diffraction (CBED) is introduced. 

It is shown that by matching theoretical and experimental CBED patterns it 

is possible to determine the low order structure factors of crystals defined in 

equation (2.6). However, this is a time consuming technique and approximations 

need to be used to reduce the calculation time.

In section 3.1 Convergent Beam Electron Diffraction (CBED) is introduced and 

the principle of pattern matching to determine structure factors is explained. 

Comparisons are made between the two methods of structure factor determina

tion, the zone axis and systematic row techniques, in section 3.2. More details 

of the zone axis technique are given in section 3.3. The mathematical and com

putational details of this second method are given in section 3.4 where second 

order perturbation theory and the Bethe approximation are introduced as possi

ble methods of reducing calculation time. In section 3.5 comparisons are made 

between these two approximation methods within the zone axis approach. Ini

tially, using a simple three beam case and then using a larger and more realistic 

system where the Bethe approximation is fully tested. Finally, in section 3.6 the
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incident electron cone

K = 0 orientation

crystal

-G +G

Figure 3.1: Geometry of CBED.

Bethe approximation is applied to an experimental system and the results are 

shown to give values close to those obtained using X-ray analysis.

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 the governing equations of High Energy Electron Diffraction were 

derived for an electron of incident wave vector (K ,k z). In CBED the incident 

electrons have a range of values for K or equivalently, a range of incident orien

tations (see fig 3.1). The resulting diffraction pattern will no longer be a series 

of spots as in standard diffraction theory [29] but rather a series of discs each 

corresponding to a particular reflection G [6 ]. Every point within each disc corre

sponds to a particular incident value of K  and for theoretical calculations requires 

a separate matrix diagonalisation of the many-beam equations (2.25).

Although more complicated to study than standard spot diffraction patterns 

CBED patterns are useful since they contain far more information. A set of 

CBED discs for a Si [110] system is shown in figure 3.13 of section 3.6, where the
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CBED patterns are used to experimentally determine some low order structure 

factors for this system. The extra information is due to the range of incident 

orientations and the resulting differences in diffraction intensities. In order to 

maximise the information available the microscope user will normally adjust the 

range of incident orientations until the discs shown in figure 3.1 are almost touch

ing but not overlapping as this would lead to a degradation in the information 

available from the pattern.

3.1.1 Q uantitative CBED

Until quite recently obtaining quantitative results from CBED was not easy due 

to the non-linear nature of photographic film and the presence of large amounts 

of inelastically scattered electrons. Thus CBED could only provide qualitative 

or semi quantitative information such as pattern symmetry and HOLZ line mea

surements [30, 31], more details of this type of CBED theory and experimental 

methods can be found in Spence and Zuo [6 ].

The development of the CCD detector overcame the problem of accurate linear 

recordings of diffraction patterns, although there are still some issues relating 

to accurate detection, see section 3.3.2. Even without these issues quantitative 

CBED was difficult since theoretical models of the diffracted wave amplitude, 

equation (2.31), assume that all scattering is elastic. There are a number of 

inelastic processes which can cause the fast electrons to deviate from their elastic 

path in particular by atomic electron excitation, plasmons and phonons.

Consider first the phonon scattering. The thermal vibration of atoms within the 

crystal being studied tends to be coupled so that the movement of one atom 

about its equilibrium point affects the atoms which surround it. Phonons are 

the representation of this coupled movement of atoms. The fast electron can 

interact with these vibrations either absorbing energy from or donating energy 

to them. The scattering angle of the fast electron is usually small but in relation
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to high energy electron diffraction the path changes are still significant and can 

cause background noise both in the CBED discs and between them. The energy 

change of the fast electron undergoing one of these interactions is usually of the 

order of 1 0  meV.

Turning now to the electron excitation, the fast electron may interact with a core 

or valence atomic electron and give it enough energy to become excited into a 

higher unfilled state. In this case the fast electron will always lose energy in the 

process, the size of the energy loss depends upon the atomic transition and may 

range from a few 10s of eV to ~  1000 eV. The angle of scattering will tend to 

be large in comparison to the CBED disc, although this depends on the energy 

loss, and so produces a background throughout the pattern. The probability of 

the transition taking place tends to decrease as the energy required to produce 

the transition increases. A detailed investigation of this process is undertaken in 

chapters 4 and 5.

Finally, the valence band electrons can move collectively in a similar manner to 

the phonon case. These collective movements are called plasmons. However, 

these plasmons do not have a continuous energy range as in the phonon case 

and typically require the fast electron energy loss to be in the order of 20 eV. 

The scattering angle tends to be very small with narrow peaks around the Bragg 

position in a diffraction pattern. This tends to preserve contrast and so, in terms 

of CBED, are not as important as the other two loss processes described.

These processes are discussed in many articles e.g. [32, 33, 34] but it is a difficult 

problem to include the exact form in the theory. To some extent the loss of 

electrons from the purely elastic diffraction patterns due to these inelastic events 

can be accounted for by the inclusion of an imaginary term to the crystal potential 

as described in section 2.5. However, quantitative CBED is still difficult due to 

the introduction of a background of noise from these processes.

Although cooling the sample down to liquid nitrogen temperatures helps to re
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duce the background which results from thermal diffuse (phonon) scattering, 

accurate quantitative information could not be obtained until energy filtering 

systems became available [3, 35] which can eliminate the background contribu

tions of plasmon and other electron excitations. These systems, whether serial 

or parallel, eliminate electrons from the final pattern which have lost more than 

approximately 5eV of energy in the inelastic process. Although there still remains 

some inelastic background due to thermal diffuse scattering it can be subtracted 

using a simple model where the background intensity just outside a disc is mea

sured and this intensity is subtracted from the whole disc [28]. This is not a 

completely accurate method of accounting for the thermal diffuse scattering but 

it has been shown that using this method there is good correlation between the

oretical elastic patterns and experimentally measured patterns [8 ]. Figure 3.2 

shows an example of the difference between an unfiltered and filtered image for 

the diamond [1 1 0 ] zone axis pattern at a thickness of 1 fim , the picture was taken 

by P.A. Midgley at the University of Bristol. The improvement is quite dramatic 

in this case although it should be noted that diamond is a particularly good 

material to use this technique on since it suffers from very little thermal diffuse 

scattering which is the main background component left after filtering.

With energy filtered images it becomes much easier to compare experimental 

results with theoretical calculations, since the theory now describes much more 

closely the processes which the electrons have undergone. In order to calculate the 

theoretical CBED patterns it is necessary to know what the structure factors of 

the particular crystal are, see chapter 2. However, these are generally unknown 

for elements in the bulk state and in this chapter we will be concerned with 

improving a method to determine these bulk values, and therefore determining 

the bonding charge density.
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Figure 3 .2 : The difference between an unfiltered (left) and filtered (right) image 
of a diamond [110] structure. The improvement is greater than normal since there 
is very little thermal diffuse scattering present.
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3.1.2 B onding Charge D ensity

The charge density of independent atoms can be recreated using the tabulated 

structure factors of Doyle and Turner [5]. However, in a solid the charge becomes 

redistributed so that the atoms ’bond’ together. The change in the independent 

charge density to the bulk charge density is known as the bonding charge density. 

If both the independent atom structure factors and the bulk structure factors are 

known then it is a simple problem to construct the bonding charge density [28]. 

Understanding these bonding effects can be very important in understanding the 

properties of materials [36]. The low order structure factors, C/g with small g (see 

equation (2.6), are changed the most by this change in charge density [37].

3.1.3 Structure Factor D eterm ination

Before quantitative electron diffraction became possible the method of determin

ing atomic bonding consisted of measuring the differences between the structure 

factors of the independent atom and the crystal structure using X-ray methods 

e.g. [38]. However, the nature of X-ray analysis requires that large areas of per

fect crystal are available to the experimentalist. With the advent of quantitative 

electron diffraction much smaller areas could be probed using the CBED tech

nique and the differences between the structure factors of the independent atom 

and crystal investigated.

However, unlike X-ray analysis electron diffraction results from both the nuclear 

and electronic component of the charge density with the nuclear component dom

inating at high spatial frequencies. Therefore, only the low order, £/g, structure 

factors are sensitive to the changes due to the bonding of atoms. Although this 

is a restriction, the majority of the change in charge density will occur in the low 

order structure factors and much of the bonding information will be available 

using this method alone [38].
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W ithin CBED there are two major methods for determining the low order struc

ture factors, the zone axis pattern matching technique of Bird and Saunders [8 , 28] 

and the one dimensional systematic row method of Zuo and Spence [6 , 7]. Both 

of these methods will be discussed in more detail in section 3.2.

They both rely on fitting theoretical data to experimental data with a x 2 measure 

of the goodness of fit. The structure factors are adjustable parameters altered 

to reduce x 2 to a minimum using either a quasi Newton minimisation routine 

from the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) library [39] (used by Bird and 

Saunders) or the ’simplex’ method [40] (Spence and Zuo). Initial structure factor 

values are taken from Doyle and Turner for the real part and Bird and King for 

the imaginary part (incorporating phonon absorption). The zone axis technique 

is particularly time consuming due to its much larger beam set which is needed 

to account for the large amount of dynamical diffraction. However, it is able to 

determine a much larger number of structure factors in one analysis than the 

systematic row.

3.2 P attern  M atching Technique

A comparison between these two methods will be made in this section, further 

details of the zone axis method can be found in section 3.3

3.2.1 System atic Row

In the systematic row approach a line of energy filtered intensity values are taken 

along the length of a systematic row (see figure 3.3) and the equivalent theo

retical intensities calculated using the independent atom structure factors. It 

is essential that the correct crystal orientation and thickness is used with this 

method, therefore these parameters are included in the fit. Two and three beam
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Line of intensity points

Figure 3.3: Line of intensity points used in the systematic row technique for 
determining bulk structure factors.

analysis is used to determine which parts of the pattern are most sensitive to the 

structures factors being considered. Only two structure factors can be considered 

at one time using this method since the CBED disks will overlap if more than 

two Bragg angles are included in the incident orientation range of figure 3.1 [6 ]. 

The many beam equations (2.25) which must be solved before the theoretical 

intensities can be calculated are infinite in extent and some finite cut off must 

be chosen. Typically, ~  30 beams are enough for a converged pattern in this 

method [7].

Perturbation theory can be used to reduce the total time taken for the calcula

tion [41]. This involves splitting the total number of beams into two sets, one set 

being a perturbation on the other.

Once the initial theoretical intensity pattern has been calculated it must be com

pared with the experimental values, the difference between the patterns is defined 

using a sum of squares error, x 2>

X  = 2 L s -----------------~ 2 -----------------  I 3 - 1 )

where the sum is over all data points i measured by the CCD. Here, /,• is the 

weight attached to each point resulting from how sensitive it is to the structure 

factor under examination, determined by two and three beam analysis. 1 $  and 

jh) are the values of the theoretical and experimental intensity at i respectively.
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erf is the variance of the zth point and can either be measured or taken as I^J if 

Poisson statistics are assumed, c is the normalisation coefficient which ensures 

that the theoretical values are scaled correctly with respect to the experimental 

values, it is given by [6 ],

2-̂ /1 J t / ^ i  * t h th

Inelastic background noise can be measured close to the edge of each disk and 

the intensity subtracted from the experimental data. Since the CCD detector 

affects the recorded intensity due to the point spread function (see section 3.3) 

some way of compensating for these differences must be found. In this technique 

the theoretical data tends to be convoluted with the measured detector response 

rather than the experimental data being deconvoluted [6 , 42]. Having obtained 

the x 2 error between the two patterns the theoretical parameters are altered and 

the pattern recalculated. The ’Simplex’ minimisation algorithm [40] is used to 

minimise the error until x 2 fells below some predefined limit.

3.2.2 Zone A xis Technique

The zone axis method of Bird and Saunders differs from the systematic row 

approach in a number of ways. First, the diffraction geometry is different. Rather 

than choosing a systematic row where only one or two structure factors can 

be determined a zone axis is used where many diffraction conditions will be 

included in the incident orientation range without any overlap of discs (this was 

the condition shown in figure 3.1). This means that there is increased dynamical 

diffraction of the fast electron wave and, therefore, there will be greater sensitivity 

to the structure factors under investigation. This also enables a large number of 

structure factors to be investigated with a single pattern rather than having to 

record a number of diffraction patterns.
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In this method the intensity is measured at points across the whole disk rather 

than taking a single line of points as before, see section 3.3. Tests have shown 

that in zone axis patterns there is not a large amount of local sensitivity in a 

disc to a particular structure factor, therefore, no scaling factor such as that used 

in the systematic row approach (section 3.2.1) is introduced [28]. As before the 

same points on the disk are calculated theoretically from the independent atom 

structure factor values. This time the difference between the experimental and 

theoretical patterns is given by,

1 Ndata ( Hi) _  r(») _  D \2
. . 2  1  v e x  C1th n n )  / 0  oA

x =  ^  S  5?----------- ' (3‘3)

Here I ex  and I t h are the experimental and theoretical intensities respectively and 

c normalises the relative intensities of the two. B n is an approximate way of 

accounting for the remaining inelastic scattering which still forms a background 

of noise on the image. It is assumed to be a constant value for each disc since the 

background is a slowly decaying function of scattering angle [28], n connects all 

the symmetry related discs which have the same background. If Poisson statistics 

are assumed for the collection system erf can be replaced by I lex. For a perfect fit 

with Poisson noise the error in x 2 will 1 due to the scaling of equation (3.3) 

to 1/Ndata• A quasi-Newton minimisation routine is used to fit the theoretical 

pattern and therefore obtain the bulk structure factor values.

One of the im portant differences between this method and the systematic row 

approach is that this method has a large time penalty attached. This is due not 

only to the increased number of discs but also the much larger number of points in 

each disc, typically 150 - 200 [8 ], and the larger beam set required for convergence 

of the pattern. This can easily require diagonalisation of a 350 beam set for each 

point (see section 3.5). The perturbation theory used in the systematic row 

method is now an essential part of the zone axis technique, required to give 

answers in a reasonable time span.
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The two methods discussed here use very similar principles but the zone axis tech

nique should be more sensitive due to the greater amount of dynamical diffraction 

undergone by the electron wave. It is also able to determine a larger number of 

structure factors in one analysis. However, this requires considerably more com

puter power since a larger number of diffraction amplitudes must be calculated. 

The rest of this chapter will deal with the zone axis technique and in partic

ular how to optimise the analysis so that the calculation time is reduced to a 

minimum.

3.3 Experim ental Considerations w ith  the Zone 

A xis Technique

There are a number of practical points concerning implementation of this tech

nique that need to be addressed.

3.3.1 Issues Concerning Structure Factor R efinem ent

The theory described in chapter 2 used only the zero layer contributions to U(r) 

i.e. the projection approximation was made. Therefore, all HOLZ effects were 

ignored. If the theoretical calculation of the pattern is to use this same approxi

mation it is essential that the zone axis chosen does not give rise to large amounts 

of HOLZ reflections.

For testing purposes it was decided to concentrate on the Si  crystal since there 

are accurate X-ray analysis results available to compare against. Certain reflec

tions in the Si, diamond, (as well as bcc and fee) lattice are not allowed due to 

symmetry [2 1 ]. For the diamond structure of Si if the [110] axis is chosen then 

the FOLZ reflections are forbidden since in the diamond and fee structure h,k 

and I must be all odd or all even. Therefore, HOLZ effects are likely to be much
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Figure 3.4: As g gets larger so the excitation error Sg gets larger and the intensity 
in the CBED disc gets smaller.

less important than for a zone axis where the FOLZ is allowed.

The next point which must considered is which discs in the zone axis pattern to 

use and the related question of which structure factors can be determined using 

a given zone axis pattern. Experimental conditions make it inevitable that any 

zone axis pattern will have noise due to the collection system and small energy 

loss inelastic scattering. At the same time the intensity of the CBED discs will 

tend to decrease as they get further away from the centre of the pattern due to 

the excitation error i.e. the Ewald sphere is further from the diffraction point, see 

figure 3.3.1, with the excitation error being given by, 5g ~  ^ ( —2K.g — g2).

Therefore, some point will be reached where the signal to noise ratio will be too 

low for the signal to be useful. For the Si [110] zone axis this has been found to 

occur after including the first nine discs, i.e. the bright field disc and the {1 1 1 }, 

{002} and {220} discs [28]. Additionally, the {220} discs have been found to 

contain relatively little information and have tended to be omitted, leaving a 

total of seven discs from which to extract the data and compare to theoretical



calculations.

As mentioned earlier not all structure factors are sensitive to this method of mea

surement and we must decide, given the discs we have chosen, which structure 

factors should be included as variable parameters and which should be left as 

constants. This is an important choice since if we do not include structure fac

tors to which the pattern is sensitive other structure factors may be forced to 

compensate, leading to errors in the final bulk structure factor values. On the 

other hand including structure factors to which the patterns are not sensitive will 

lead to unnecessary calculation time and possible instabilities in the fit due to 

local minimums being found rather than the global minimum.

It has been found that the fitting procedure is most sensitive to structure factors 

which have associated discs in the CBED pattern being considered. Therefore, 

these structure factors should be included as variable parameters. However, it is 

also worth including structure factors which link the discs in the pattern as there 

should be some sensitivity to these. Therefore, the typical structure factors to 

be varied in a seven disc Si [1 1 0 ] pattern are the real and imaginary parts (to 

include absorption) of C/m, C/220} C/113, C/222 and C/o<m - All other structure factors 

are left fixed at the neutral atom values.

Although we are using this technique to measure the structure factors shown 

above there are a number of other parameters which must be included into the 

fit since they alter the intensity and details of the theoretical pattern. These are 

the effective thickness and microscope voltage, t /2 k , Debye-Waller factor [43], 

normalisation coefficient, c, and the background intensities, B n. For the pattern 

matching technique to work a good initial guess must be made for each of the 

variable parameters so that the global minimum is found rather than a local 

minimum.

The structure factors can be started at the independent atom values and the 

background intensities can be estimated using values between the discs. However,
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the starting point for the thickness (or t / 2 k) and normalisation coefficient is 

more complicated. For the thickness value a scanning method is used where the 

theoretical pattern is calculated for a range of thicknesses using the independent 

atom values and the x 2 error of equation (3.3) is calculated using the experimental 

pattern. There is generally a dominant minimum when the value of x 2 is plotted 

against t /2 k  and this value should be taken as the initial guess of t/2k. The 

normalisation coefficient is then calculated using equation (3.2) at the value of 

the initial guess of t /2 k  [28].

3.3.2 M easurem ent Issues

Before considering the details of the minimisation routine there are a number 

of experimental points to be considered. It was explained in section 3.2 that 

the intensities were extracted on a grid of points across the whole disc since the 

sensitivity to the structure factors showed no significant bias towards particular 

areas. The number of data points on the grid is to some extent arbitrary, however, 

it should be remembered that having too few will make the procedure ineffective 

and too many will cause the time taken for a calculation to become very large. A 

typical size for the grid is 13x13 pixels per disc [8 ]. It is very important that the 

grid points at which the intensities are measured are the same points at which 

the theoretical intensities are calculated. An accurate grid extraction process has 

been developed by Burgess and is detailed in [28].

The introduction of the CCD detector (section 3.2) makes quantitative electron 

diffraction easier but also introduces problems. The number of pixels covering 

the area of the CBED pattern is less than with photographic film, therefore, the 

measured points are unlikely to correspond exactly to the grid extraction points 

mentioned above. To over come this the intensity of the required orientation 

is found using a bilinear interpolation algorithm. Here, the intensities of the 

surrounding pixels are used to determine the value of the required point.
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CCD cameras also suffer from damping of high spatial frequencies characterised 

by the point spread function of a particular camera and when this is combined 

with the low resolution due to a limited number of pixels severe distortions can 

be introduced [44]. This problem can be overcome using standard deconvolution 

algorithms [45] if the point spread function of the camera is known [46]. Although 

the use of the CCD detector introduces these new problems the advantages have 

ensured that the use of the CCD has become almost universal in quantitative 

CBED.

Additionally, if a Gatan imaging filter is used, as in section 3.6, where the data 

is collected in parallel, it is no longer acceptable to assume Poisson statistics for 

the sum of squares error of equation (3.3) and the variance cr2 must be measured. 

Saunders et al [47] have detailed a method of achieving this where a set of white 

noise images are taken which cover the whole intensity range of the CCD and 

the standard deviation is plotted against the mean for the set of images. Various 

functions of the form a = meann are tried until some value of n is found which 

gives the best fit. The variance is then taken to be I  theory) f°r Poisson statistics 

n will be 0.5 which is assumed for the tests below.

3.4 Theoretical Calculation o f CBED P atterns

In the last chapter the theory of elastically scattered electrons was explained, 

allowing us to make a theoretical calculation of a CBED pattern. In this chapter 

we have seen how to obtain an accurate elastic pattern and how to find the 

X2 difference between these patterns. We now consider how to minimise the 

differences between these two patterns and keep the total calculation time to a 

minimum.
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3.4.1 M inim isation

As explained earlier the fitting method employed here minimises the differences 

between the two patterns (measured using x 2) by allowing a set of fitting parame

ters to vary, principally the low order structure factors I/g but including thickness, 

normalisation coefficient and the background intensities. The quasi-Newton min

imisation routine was chosen as a highly efficient method of minimising x 2 [48, 49]. 

In this method the minimisation is achieved not merely by calculating the sum of 

squares function but also its gradient with respect to each varying parameter. If 

the gradients can be calculated quickly then this method offers substantial time 

savings over other minimisation methods which do not require the gradients [40] 

such as the simplex method used in the systematic row approach 3.2.1. However, 

in the zone axis approach it is a difficult task to obtain the gradients.

3.4.2 Gradient C alculation

The gradient of x 2 with respect to each of the varied fitting parameters is given

by,

~dP = NZr« ?  d P ^ x ~ Cl'th ~  Bn)2/(7*2- (3-4)

Here P  is the parameter being varied and aj is the variance of the ith  point. The 

other symbols have the same meaning as previously.

Although the analytic gradients are relatively simple to find for the background, 

thickness and normalisation coefficient [28] it is a more difficult problem to find 

the analytic gradients for parameters of which the theoretical intensity is a func

tion, i.e. the structure factors.

It is possible to find these gradients numerically by altering each parameter in
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turn by a small amount and recalculating the pattern. However, the time taken 

for this method scales as N 3M  where N  is the size of the many-beam matrix 

and M  is the number of parameters being varied. This is a very time consuming 

method when a large number of parameters need to be varied which is the case 

for zone axis fitting.

To overcome this time problem an expression for the analytic gradients was found 

by Bird and Saunders [8 , 28] where, for the non absorptive case,

^G ^H + gA  
=  - % {  2 * ] C ° Cg

X —z(sJ +  )£/4fc]
sin ((sJ — s*')t/4k)

(3.5)

When a Fast Fourier Transform method was used [28] it was found that the new 

method scaled as N 3 log N. Thus for a sufficient number of parameters the use 

of analytic gradients will give a considerable time saving over the numeric case.

3.4.3 C alculation T im e o f a CBED P attern

Although the gradient expressions described above can efficiently calculate the 

required gradients for minimisation the question of calculation time for a theoret

ical CBED pattern has not been fully addressed. As was stated in chapter 2 the 

many-beam matrix, which must be solved before the diffracted wave amplitude 

of equation (2.31) (and therefore intensity) can be found, is infinite and must be 

truncated at some point.

Where to choose this cut off point depends upon two conflicting demands. First, 

the many-beam matrix must be large enough to ensure that the theoretical pat

tern is fully converged, i.e. the introduction of additional beams should not change 

the pattern significantly. Otherwise, systematic errors will be introduced into the
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pattern matching technique and the procedure cannot be expected to give valid 

results.

However, opposing the requirement for a large matrix is the need to keep calcula

tion time to a reasonable level. To achieve this the matrix size must be kept to a 

minimum since the calculation time of the diffracted wave amplitude scales with 

the matrix order, N as N3. To meet these conflicting demands Bird and Saun

ders [8 ] have reduced the size of the matrix to be diagonalised while including 

the additional beams needed for full convergence as a perturbation, as described 

below.

As a starting point let us consider the intensity of a point in one of the discs which 

is given by the modulus squared of the diffraction wave amplitude of equation 

(2.28),

I  = |Ag (K, Ol2 =  I E  W c g  e x p ( - i s ^ t / 2 k ) \ 2 (3.6)
j

where the many-beam equations (2.25) are used to calculate the eigenvalues sJ (K) 

and eigenvectors C q(K ). Here, K is the component of the incident electron wave 

vector which is perpendicular to the zone axis being studied, it is equivalent to 

Ko in chapter 2 , the left hand eigenvector has been included to take absorption 

into account and is complex.

Before implementing any approximation techniques we must first find the num

ber of beams which will give a fully converged pattern. Figure 3.5 shows the 

convergence of GaAs [110] where the sum of squares error, x 2> between a 483 

beam calculation and various smaller calculations is plotted against the number 

of beams in the smaller calculations. The intensities from the 483 beam cal

culation have been set so that the maximum intensity is given a value of 4000 

simulating experimental data where the maximum value is 4096 for a 1 2  bit CCD. 

X2 was then given by,
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Figure 3.5: Graph of sum of squares error between 483 beam calculation and 
some smaller calculations against number of beams in smaller calculation. It can 
be seen that by ~  370 beams the is below 0.1.
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The sum i is over all 1183 data points (i.e. 169 orientations in 7 discs), c is a 

scaling factor as in equation (3.2), l[33 and /jd are the intensities of the 483 and 

smaller matrices at point i respectively and of has been replaced with /4 3 3  since no 

experimental work is involved here allowing Poisson statistics to be assumed. It 

can be seen that by ~  370 beams x 2 <  1 and the pattern is effectively converged 

at this point.

To be able to compare the theoretical and experimental intensities the theoretical 

pattern must be calculated at the same points as the experimental data was taken

i.e. on a 13 x 13 grid giving a total of 169 orientations each of which requires a 

matrix diagonalisation. As several iterations are necessary before a best fit can 

be achieved calculation time becomes an important factor in the viability of this 

method. However, since the time taken for each diagonalisation scales as N 3 any 

reduction in the size of the matrix to be diagonalised will significantly reduce the
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'S2

Figure 3.6: drawing of how the inner (Si) and outer (5 2 ) beam sets are split. 
The outer beam set is assumed to be weak compared to the inner beams. The 
outer circle is assumed to be at the well converged limit.

computation time.

For a converged pattern some beams in the many beam matrix will be weak com

pared to the others and the matrix can be reduced to include only the relatively 

strong beams, the weaker ones being included as a perturbation. If the truncated 

many beam matrix includes 5C G vectors then perturbation theory will intro

duce two sub sets Si and S2 where the matrix of size Si is calculated exactly 

by diagonalisation and contains all the strong beams while S2 is included as a 

perturbation, see figure 3.6. In this case the sum in equation (3.6) is only over 

Si beams.

There are two methods of reducing the size of the matrix to be diagonalised which
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we will consider here, second order perturbation theory originally used by Bird 

and Saunders [8 ] and the Bethe approximation originally used for the systematic 

row technique[6]. We will consider second order perturbation theory in the next 

section.

3.4.4 Second Order Perturbation Theory

If the total number of beams needed for a fully converged pattern can be split 

into two parts one with a strong contribution to the final intensities and the other 

with only a weak contribution then standard perturbation theory can be used to 

reduce the size of the many-beam matrix which must be diagonalised [50]. Thus 

if the full many-beam matrix is represented by,

H  =

(  01 ,1  &1,;

^n,l • • •

^n+1,1 • • •

V a JV,l

,n ^l,n+l • • • ,N ^

^n,n ®n,n+1 • • • ®n,N

®ra+l,n ®n+l,n+l * • * ®n+l,JV

GjV.n 0,N,n+l • • • 0>N,N )

(3.8)

then it can be split into two sub matrices H°, for the main contributions, and V  

acting as a perturbation on H°. These matrices will be given by,

/a i .i  a i ,2 . . .  ahn 0  0  . . .  0  \

H° =

1 vn,n 0  0  . . .  0

0 ®n+l,n+l 0

; o

Vo .........  o 0 /
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 ̂ 0    0  ^1,71+1 ^1,71+2 • • • G l.iV  ^

0    0  ® n ,n + l  ^ n ,n + 2 • • • ^ n .Nv  _
Q,n +1,1 ...............• ®n+l,n 0 0 . . .  0

\  f l JV. l  ....................  <lN,n+ 1 0  0  . . .  0  /

V  contains all zeros in the bottom righthand corner (from an+i,n+i) since it is 

only by assuming this that either perturbation theory or the Bethe approximation 

can be used. However, for the case where the outer beam set is weak compared 

to the inner beam set these values will be small and can be approximated to 

zero since they correspond to diffraction from one weak beam into another. The 

H° matrix is diagonalised and perturbation theory gives the corrected values for 

the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, to the second order, according to the formulae 

below [50],

^  =  4  +  0 'm j>  +  E ® ?  +  -  (3-9)
so ~  so

and

^  +  ... • (3.10)
i^j *0  5 0

Here, so is the eigenvalue and z/>° is the eigenfunction obtained by diagonalising 

the matrix of size S i , j  is the sum over all inner states and i is the sum over all 

outer states, where the outer states are those which are considered to be small 

compared to the inner states, i.e. those which lie between the first and second 

circle in figure 3.6. The first order term in equation (3.9) i.e. ( i|V |i)  will be 

identically zero since the V  matrix contains only zero valued elements out to an>n 

(where n =  Si) and j  only ranges over these elements. Therefore, the second 

order term must be used to perturb the eigenvalues. sJ is now given by,
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Originally Bird and Saunders proposed using second order perturbation on the 

eigenvalues alone since changing the eigenvectors involved considerably more cal

culation and it was thought that the eigenvalues would be the most significant in 

accurate determination of A q,. Changing the value of the eigenvectors also means 

that the analytic gradients developed by Bird and Saunders would no longer be 

correct whereas changing the eigenvalues leaves the gradient expressions exact.

3.4.5 B eth e A pproxim ation

As an alternative method the Bethe approximation [51, 6 ] can be used where 

rather than diagonalising the sub matrix H° first and later altering the basic 

values of so, the H° m atrix is altered to include the additional S 2 beams before 

diagonalisation. This was proposed as a method of reducing the size of the 

calculation for the systematic row approach in Spence and Zuo [6 ] and has been 

shown to be effective in a number of papers [52, 53]. This approximation has the 

advantage that the eigenvectors are also altered from their S\ value without the 

need to perform additional calculations.

To show how this is done we start by noting that the matrix H  given in equation 

(3.8) satisfies,

{ H - I s ) V  = 0 (3.12)

where I  is the identity matrix, \I/ is the eigenvector matrix and s are the eigen

values. If we now split H  into i t ’s component parts as in the last section and 

write the matrix equation in terms of explicit sums we obtain,

E E ^ - ^  +  W ' 0  (3.13)
* j

where sum over all beams, Sc. If we now consider i only over the second subset
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of Sc i.e. over S 2 and make the same approximation as second order perturbation 

theory that Vij =  0  when both i and j  are in S 2 we find that,

In this case the sum over j  need only contain the Si terms since Vij =  0 otherwise. 

Let us now consider i over the first subset of Sc i.e. over Si; writing equation (3.12) 

as separate sums over Si and S 2 gives,

where the sums i , j  are over Si and k is over S 2 , then we can use equation (3.14) 

to replace Ck if we assume that H# s. This gives,

E E(#S - ‘W  + E VikCk = 0 (3.15)
3 k

(3.16)

The sum I is over Si as in equation (3.14) and can therefore be included in the 

sum over j ,  simplifying the equation to,

(3.17)

This equation defines a matrix which must be diagonalised to solve for the eigen

values and eigenvectors, this matrix is defined by,

(3.18)
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or writing this in terms of the many-beam matrix gives,

5 <“ »

where H° is the matrix of size Si and the sum H  is over the outer set of G  

vectors S 2 . Mg,G' 1S now diagonalised and gives corrected values for both the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors in a single operation.

It may be that this method will reduce the calculation time for a structure factor 

refinement since both eigenvalues and eigenvectors are altered, requiring fewer 

beams to be used to produce the same x 2 error. However, there are a number of 

issues concerning the implementation of the method with the zone axis technique 

which must be considered. The next section will deal with these issues in depth.

3.5 Evaluation o f Perturbation M ethods

The Bethe approximation has been shown to work for the systematic row pattern 

matching technique and the inclusion of corrected eigenvectors as well as eigen

values implies more accurate/faster pattern matching if used in the zone axis 

technique. However, it is essential that the approximation is fully evaluated be

fore including it into the structure factor refinement code. We must insure that 

the gradient expression, which is no longer exact due to the additional C g ,G ' 

terms introduced via equation (3.17), does not cause problems. It is important 

to avoid introducing additional errors and verify the decrease in calculation time.

We will first consider a simple three beam case so that we can see exactly how 

each method operates, where they begin to break down and give an indication 

of how accurate each method is. Next, a more realistic system is used to assess 

how many beams each method needs and therefore how long each method will 

take. This same system is then used to investigate the accuracy of the analytic 

gradients.
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Figure 3.7: Geometry of the 3 beam example, k is going into the page with K  
always along (0, G) ensuring the diffraction into H  is always weak.

Finally, the Bethe approximation will be used in a full fitting calculation where 

the experimental results are first substituted by a full pattern calculation and the 

initial starting values of the structure factors are altered by 1-2%. In section 3.6 

genuine experimental results are used and the full fitting method with the new 

Bethe approximation is used to determine accurate low order structure factors 

for the Si [1 1 0 ] system.

3.5.1 Three Beam  Comparisons

Consider a three beam calculation as shown in fig 3.7 where the first two beams 

are strong and the third is weak. In this example we will assume for simplicity 

that there is no absorption. The incident wave vector, k, goes into the page and 

we will choose its transverse component K to always go along (0 ,G), ensuring 

that the diffraction into H  is always weak. Using the many-beam equations of 

the last chapter we get the many-beam matrix,

f (K  +  0)2 - ^  Uo-G U0_h  \

Ug ~o (K +  G ) 2 — sj Ug ~ h  

Uk-o Uh _g  (K +  H )2 - W

(3.20)

Here U are the structure factors, Uo-G and Uq-O are equal if the potential is 

real which we assume here, for simplicity we will replace these by U\. Uo_h and 

Uq~h and their conjugates can be replaced by U2 since the geometry chosen 

makes them the same. For the conditions shown in figure (3.7) U\ will be large
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and U2 will be small so that the above matrix can be split into two parts H° 

and V  as in section 3.4.3 where V  is a perturbation on H°. To simplify the 

calculations we define K  as —G /2 +  <?>K i.e. for SK  =  0, K is half way between 

0  and G  and satisfies the Bragg condition for G. Noting the following identities,

G 2
(K +  0 ) 2 =  —  +  S K2 -  G.SK

4

and
C12

(K +  G ) 2 =  —  +  SK 2 +  G.<SK,

we see that the only difference between these equations is the sign of G.£K. 

Therefore, we can substitute a variable w into the many beam matrix (3.20) 

where w = G .6 K  and a value of w = 0 will give the exact Bragg condition.

To further simplify the calculation H is chosen so that H =  G /2  +  H7 where H' 

is perpendicular to both K  and G. This gives (K +  H ) 2 as

(K +  H ) 2 =  SK 2 +  2 H '.6 K +  H '2.

However, 2H '.£K =  0 as <5K is perpendicular to H. A second substitution can
*̂12 ,

be made by subtracting from each of the diagonal elements and defining 

(3 = 6 K 2 +  H ' 2 — —■ The three beam case described above can now be written 

as.

(  w — s3 

Ux 

\  U2

Ui

—w — s3

U2 \  

U2 (3.21)

U2 (3 -  sJ

where we are assuming that (3 >■ w and Ui U2. Splitting this into two separate 

parts as described earlier gives,
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H °  =

( w — si U\ 0 \

U\ —w — si 0 

\  0 0 (3 — s3 /

V =

(  0 0 U2\

0 0 U2

V U2 U2 0 /

If the second order perturbation theory of equation (3.9) i.e.,

(j\V\i)2

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

is applied to the eigenvalues of the diagonalised H° matrix then the eigenvalues 

are given by,

= U  + u*Y'> + ^ > 2 +  UIY' 2 +  m
( i ;  w2 + ui -  0(w* + uiy/2

and

2  ,  2 r r 2 M / 2  U%(w2 + U?)1*2 -  Uil/%s2 = - ( w 2 4 - U2)1' 2 +  2V w 2
w2 +  U\ -  /3(w2 +  C/2 ) 1/ 2

(3.25)

In order not to complicate the analysis these expressions are derived in appendix 

A. These now represent the three beam altered eigenvalues that are used to 

calculate Aq (K,£) in the original zone axis pattern matching technique of Bird 

and Saunders.

If we now turn our attention to the Bethe approximation the H° matrix above is 

altered using the expression previously derived,

M G G , =  H°r r - Y U G - H U t I - G ' 
^  (K +  H )2

(3.26)
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Here H q G 1S the matrix in equation (3.22), the sum over H  which includes 

only the outer, 52, beam set leads to only the U2 terms being added to the refined 

matrix and M g ,g > i s  the altered matrix which has to be diagonalised. M g ,g > i s  

given by,

/  w — (U$/0)  — U i - U t / f i
M q  g > =  _ . I • (3.27)

V  Ux -  Ul/(3 - w  -  {UUP) - S > ]

We can easily write down an expression for the eigenvalues from this matrix, 

these are given below,

,  - 2  ( , . ,

At first sight there are very few similarities with the second order expression. 

However, if we expand the expression to the second order we find that the ex

pressions are very similar. This has been done in appendix A and the results are 

shown below,

^  +  p ?)1/a+ m
- p ( w 2 + + (3.29)

and

/  2  . . 0 . 1 / 2  uHw2 +  m y i2 -  UiUXs = -v+u?y/i+ 2_p{w>;uiy/2 * +•••• (3-30)

It can be seen that the only difference in the expressions for the eigenvalues is 

the additional term (w2 +  Uj2) on the bottom of equation (3.25). However, the 

expression of equation 3.28 includes all the higher terms which are left out in 

second order perturbation theory. It should also be remembered that although 

the expression for the eigenvalues are very similar in both cases it is only in the 

Bethe case that the eigenvectors will be altered.
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We are now in a position to compare the relative merits of the two approximations. 

To do this we first find the diffraction amplitudes A g  by diagonalising:-

• the full three beam case of equation (3.21)

• the basic 2 x 2  matrix of equation (3.22)

• the altered Bethe matrix of equation (3.27)

• applying the second order approximation of equation (3.9) to the eigenval

ues from the basic 2 x 2  matrix.

There are a number of variables in the expression for the diffracted wave ampli

tude of equation 2.31 which need to be defined, t/2k  is set to unity, which is 

equivalent to a thin non absorbing crystal at normal microscope voltages (e.g. 

500A crystal at 200keV). U\ is set to 1 for simplicity with the product of U2 

and p  also being set to 1 . In the work here U2 is set to either 0.1 or 0.25 with 

corresponding values of /?, as the difference between these values decreases it is 

expected that the amplitudes produced using the approximations will become 

less accurate. Finally, w has been altered in a ’rocking curve’ manner from -10 

to + 1 0 , to include values where the assumption that /? w  is not valid.

Let us first consider a situation where U2 =  0.1 and P — 10 i.e. the approximation 

that p U2 is a very good one. In all results shown here the intensity values 

have been normalised so that the maximum intensity value of the full 3 x 3  

calculation is equal to 1 . Fig 3.8 shows the differences between each of the three 

approximations and the exact solution i.e. the difference between I  calculated 

using the full 3 x 3  matrix and:-

• the basic 2 x 2  matrix.

• the Bethe matrix

• second order perturbation theory
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Figure 3.8: differences between the intensities of each approximation and the 
exact intensity for the three beam case. Here, U\ = l,£/2& =  1 , U? =  0.1,/? =  10.

At these values the approximations are good with (3 U2 and the errors being 

small. A Total of 100 points were calculated across the rocking curve, If the errors 

at each point are added together, the Bethe approximation gives an error of 0.048, 

second order perturbation theory of 0.104 and the basic 2 x 2  matrix of 0.123. 

It can be seen that even at these low levels of error the Bethe approximation is 

giving a better fit to the true 3 x 3  calculation than either of the other methods.

However, when U2 is set to 0.25 and (3 to 4 as shown in figure 3.9 the normalised 

errors are much larger corresponding to a total error of 2.4 for the Bethe approx

imation, 3.55 for the second order perturbation theory and 3.45 for the simple 

2 x 2  calculation respectively. Another important feature is shown more clearly in 

this example. In both figure 3.8 and 3.9 when w approaches (3 the errors increase 

dramatically for the second order perturbation case, giving a discontinuity in the 

line graph. If we consider equation (3.25) we can see that at (3 = (w2 + £ / 2 ) * / 2 

the eigenvalue will suffer from a division by zero. This is what is happening at 

w = 4 in figure 3.9 (and w = 10 in figure 3.8). In more conventional terms this 

corresponds to (K + G ) 2 = (K + H ) 2 i.e. the approximation that H is a long way
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Figure 3.9: differences between the intensities of each approximation and the 
exact intensity for the three beam case. Here, U\ = l,£/2& =  l , f / 2 =  0.25,/? =  4.

from 0  — G does not hold. This accounts for why the total errors in the second 

order perturbation theory look so large. In the last case where /? =  4 if the cut 

off is made at w =  ±3.0 i.e. before the approximation completely breaks down 

then the errors are, 2.17, 2.82 and 3.26 for the Bethe, second order and 2 x 2  

approximations respectively.

In a realistic system the discontinuity in the above graphs is a problem since 

it is not possible to choose two beam sets £ 1  and S2 such that the beams in 

S 2 are small compared to all the beams in S\. Bird and Saunders overcame 

this problem by creating a third beam set Ss say, which is a subset of Si but 

whose eigenvalues are not altered using equation (3.9). Figure 3.10 shows a 

schematic representation of these beams sets. However, the beam set Ss was 

difficult to choose and the criterion of which beams were included was to some 

extent subjective. However, it is clear from both the line graphs and equation 

(3.19) that the Bethe approximation does not suffer from this division by zero. 

Therefore, the Bethe approximation can be used on all beams in Si and no 

artificial cut off, which may result in a loss of accuracy, is necessary.
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Figure 3.10: Schematic representation of the three beam sets necessary when 
using second order perturbation.
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In this section we have used a simple 3 beam case to show how second order 

perturbation theory and the Bethe approximation can be applied to the many- 

beam equation to reduce the size of the matrix which needs to be diagonalised. 

The error in intensity for both approximations was shown to be of a similar order 

of magnitude but with the Bethe approximation giving smaller errors in each 

case. It was shown that the expressions for the corrected eigenvalues are similar 

for both approximations, although the Bethe approximation includes the higher 

order terms left out in second order perturbation theory. Additionally, the Bethe 

expression will not lead to a division by zero when the approximations are no 

longer valid. Hence, it was shown that there is no need for an artificial cut off to 

prevent this from happening. Therefore, the Bethe approximation may prove to 

be more accurate. However, the Bethe approximation is being implemented in 

order to save computing time and some evaluation of the relative speeds of the 

two approximations is necessary. This will be done on the next section.

3.5.2 R elative Speed of the Approxim ations

By far the most time consuming aspect of these calculations are the matrix diag- 

onalisations, these scale as N3 where, N is the order of the matrix. Therefore, if 

one method uses fewer beams in the diagonalisation routine to obtain the same 

level of convergence in the diffraction pattern then this will be the fastest method.

To find which method requires the fewest inner beams we must first obtain a 

CBED pattern against which to compare the approximation patterns. Although 

an experimental pattern could be used, a much fairer test is to calculate a fully 

converged CBED pattern where the matrix has been truncated to a finite size 

but the inner beam set Si equals the total number of beams 5C, i.e. S 2 =  0 . 

Two systems have been chosen to test the approximations, the Si [110] and GaAs 

[110] axes with Debye Waller factors of 0.26 for Si, 0.2516 for Ga and 0.2657 for 

As [12]. The (000), (002), (111), (111), (111), (111) and (002) discs were used. The 

accelerating voltage was set to 200keV and the thickness parameter t /2k  was set
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at 6.25 which is equivalent of a crystal thickness of 3000 A which is typical of 

experimental thicknesses, see section 3.6. The structure factors were assumed to 

be the independent atom values of Doyle and Turner with no absorption included. 

For this calculation Sc was set to 400 since tests show that at this level the 

patterns are well converged (see section 3.4.3). This ’exact’ calculation was then 

used as the benchmark against which the approximations could be tested.

The next step was to keep the total number of beams Sc constant at the fully 

converged limit and reduce the number of inner beams to be diagonalised, i.e. 

reduce the size of Si and increase S 2 . The intensity pattern was recalculated using 

the new values of Si and S2 . These new intensity values were then compared 

with the previously calculated fully converged set of points. The comparison is 

made using a sum of squares difference x 2 between the ‘exact‘, I exac t» and the 

approximate, I apPr o x » intensities and is similar to that of equation (3.3) with

1 N d a t a  (  r ( 0    c / 6 )
x \  exact approx/

Ndata.  ,-= i  * exact

2 V '  \  exact apPro x )  / 0  0 1  \
X = T T ~  L  ---------* )----------- • (3-31)

In order to mimic the real zone axis fitting procedure, where a 1 2  bit CCD 

detector is commonly used to record the CBED pattern, the exact intensities are 

scaled to a maximum of 4096 with each intensity being stored as an integer. To 

avoid l ixact on the bottom of equation (3.31) causing the equation to blow up 

any exact intensity of zero is changed to one. Ndata is the total number of data 

points and consists of a 13 x 13 grid on each of the 7 discs, i.e. 1183 pieces of 

data as in the typical experimental set up. c is the scaling factor whose optimum 

value is given by,
V -I®  aPProx ( q  q 0 ^

C ~  _  T( i ) 2 7 7 (7 )  •
exact

Plots of x 2 against the size of Si are shown in figures 3.11 and 3.12 for Si[110] 

and GaAs[110] respectively. For comparison the worst case limit is shown where 

no adjustment is made to the values obtained by diagonalising the inner matrix 

i.e. Sc is reduced to the value of Si.
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Figure 3.11: Sum of squares error plotted against the number of beams being di- 
agonalised for Si[l 1 0 ], for the Bethe approximation, Second order approximation 
and Sc reduced to Si.
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Figure 3.12: Sum of squares error plotted against the number of beams being 
diagonalised for GaAs[1 1 0 ].
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The smallest possible value of x 2 obtainable in a fit between theory and exper

iment is 1. Therefore, any fit between theory and experiment requires that the 

X2 error between the theoretical exact intensities and the truncated approximate 

solutions is much less than 1 to avoid systematic errors. It has been assumed 

in the work presented here that a x 2 value of 0 .1  will be adequate to prevent 

systematic errors. It can be seen in figures 3.11 and 3.12 that the Bethe approx

imation achieves this in ~  140 beams for Si and 160 for GaAs where as second 

order perturbation theory requires many more beams. Therefore, for a single pat

tern the Bethe approximation converges using fewer beams and will be a faster 

computational method.

3.5.3 Inexact Gradient Evaluation

Although it has been shown that the Bethe approximation achieves converged 

CBED patterns in fewer beams than second order perturbation theory this is not 

the only issue which must be addressed when considering the pattern matching 

technique. In order for the method to find the values of the structure factors it 

must find the gradients for the sum of squares error, x 2> with respect to each of the 

varied parameters efficiently. The analytic gradient expressions of equation (3.5) 

only apply to the exact calculation, however, the expressions have been adapted 

for use with second order perturbation theory by Bird and Saunders [8 , 28] but 

their use with the Bethe approximation has not previously been tested.

The essential difference between using the exact calculation and the Bethe ap

proximation is that in the exact case each Uq  only occurs in a limited number 

of off-diagonal matrix elements. Whereas for the Bethe approximation it occurs 

in many of the elements of M q -g ' through the second term on the right hand 

side of equation (3.19). It may be that it is possible to use the same gradient 

expressions used for the second order case even though they are no longer exact. 

To understand why this may be true consider a matrix element where a low order 

structure factor we are trying to determine is included. The right hand side of
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equation (3.19) only sums over the outer beam set S 2 i.e. H  is large. The matrix 

element in equation (3.19) must be in the inner beam set Si by definition. Now, 

for the low order structure factor being considered to be in the expression for the 

m atrix element G  or G ' must be very close to H  i.e. it too must be large. There

fore, it seems reasonable that large diffraction away from the incident direction 

and back is unlikely and the overall matrix element will be small. Therefore, 

changes in the low order structure factor will not be significant for these matrix 

elements and the overall accuracy. However, it is important to measure the effect 

so we know if the gradient expressions can still be used.

To test this a pattern of Sc = 345 was calculated using the independent atom 

structure factors for the GaAs [110] system described above i.e. accelerating volt

age of 200keV, t/2k  of 6.25 and Debye Waller factors of 0.2516 and 0.2657 for 

Ga and As respectively. This was used as a reference ’experimental’ or ’exact’ 

pattern. 345 beams were used since it was important to use a similar number 

of beams as needed in a real calculation but complete convergence was not nec

essary for the tests and the calculations are quicker with this number of beams 

(rather than using the 483 beam calculation used to test for convergence). Next 

the real and imaginary parts of six structure factors were changed by 1-2 % so 

that the gradients of x 2 with respect to each structure factor would be significant. 

Finally, the pattern was recalculated with an inner beam set of Si =  181, which 

was shown to give good convergence in figure 3.12, and total beams Sc = 345 and 

the Bethe approximation was used to include the remaining S 2 beams.

The gradient expression of equation (3.4) was used to find the gradient due to each 

of the six structure factors. To determine how close the real gradients and the 

now inexact analytic gradients are each of the six structure factors were changed 

by 10- 5  in turn and the pattern recalculated. Each time the numeric gradient 

was found using,
& X    X o rig  Xchanged f 0  o o \

m JZ  ~  I F *  [ }

The results are shown in Table 3.1 for the real and imaginary parts of the struc-
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Parameter analytic numerical

gradient gradient

f t(H l) -85.183 -85.222

9(lT l) -223.331 -223.288

3ft(lTI) 182.447 182.429

S(lTT) -160.087 -160.111

3^(002) -77.349 -77.362

3(002) -108.513 -108.495

3^(002) 36.529 36.545

3(002) -112.347 -112.365

3^(220) 53.981 53.963

3(220) 15.188 15.153

3^(113) -4.101 -4.098

3 ( ll3 ) 23.412 23.417

3^(113) 30.287 30.291

3 ( ll3 ) 3.507 3.511

3^(222) 29.638 29.634

3(222) 2.892 2.895

Table 3.1: Comparison of analytic and numeric gradients, showing that there is 
very little difference between them despite using the Bethe approximation.
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ture factors out to (220). Comparing the ‘analytic’ gradients with the numerical 

gradients reveals that there is very little difference between them, less than 0 .3 % 

in all cases. Therefore, it seems safe to assume that the quasi Newton minimisa

tion routine will be able to find the x 2 minimum using the gradients which result 

from the analytic gradient expression (equation (3.5)) of Bird and Saunders.

However, before being completely confident that the new method will introduce 

no unexpected errors we must complete one final test which mimics a real struc

ture factor refinement process as closely as possible. This will be attem pted in 

the next section.

3.5.4 Full F ittin g

As a final test for the overall accuracy of the fitting method using the Bethe 

approximation the fitting routine was allowed to run to completion. Again the 

exact 345 beam calculation was used to represent the experimental data set and 

the values of the real and imaginary parts of six low order structure factors altered 

randomly by 1 -2 %, thereby simulating the real situation where independent atom 

structure factors are used as a starting point for the routine. The routine was 

then allowed to run until no further change in the structure factors was obtained.

The results are shown in table 3.2. It can be seen that the error between the 

structure factors used to calculate the exact pattern (labelled True Value in the 

table) and the final structure factors when x 2 has been minimised (labelled Fitted 

Value) are small, in most cases correct to three decimal places. This compares 

to experimental results which are often correct to two decimal places or less, see 

section 3.6 and [54].

Section 3.5 has shown that the Bethe approximation is an improvement over 

second order perturbation theory since it requires fewer inner beams to produce an 

accurate pattern. It has also been shown that it can be applied to the full pattern
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Structure

factor

True Value Fitted value Error

R(lTl) -2.26811 -2.26781 0.00030

Q(lTl) 0.06149 0.06115 0.00034

SR(lTT) -2.25989 -2.26057 0.00068

3(lIT ) -0.18140 -0.18044 0.00096

»(002) -0.00583 -0.00579 0.00004

R 'o o to 0.15926 0.15943 0.00017

&(002) 0.00583 0.00786 0.00203

3(002) -0.15926 -0.15954 0.00028

&(220) -2.13336 -2.13035 0.00301

3(220) -0.08139 -0.08570 0.00431

& (ll3) 1.27982 1.27840 0.00142

3(113) 0.10669 0.10879 0.00210

Table 3.2: Fitted values of the first six structure factors with the ’true’ value and 
error.

matching routine without having to alter the method of gradient calculation. It 

can now be applied to a real system as described in the next section.

3.6 Experim ental R esults

It is now possible to run a fit between theory and experiment to find the values 

of some low order structure factors. This was done for the Si[l 10] zone axis using 

a Hitachi HF2000 FEG-TEM at Bristol University by Saunders et al [12]. The 

microscope had an operating voltage of 198.6 ±0.2kV and a probe size of 3 nm 

and the nominal sample thickness was about 3150A. To reduce the background 

noise the sample was cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures and a Gatan Imaging 

Filter was attached to the microscope. The experimental CBED pattern, taken
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Figure 3.13: Si {110} experimental CBED pattern used in structure factor de
termination.

by P.A. Midgley, is shown in figure 3.13, the inner seven discs (000, 111, 002) 

were used for fitting as described in section 3.3. A grid of 21x21 pixels was used 

for each disc, giving a total of 3087 data points.

The theoretical patterns were calculated using an inner beam set of 121 beams 

with an additional 270 beams included using the Bethe approximation. The to

tal time taken for the fitting was approximately two days using a DEC Alpha 

3400 work station. The Debye-Waller factor used for Si in these calculations at 

liquid Nitrogen temperature was 0.25A2. The starting values of the structure
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Structure
Factor

X-ray
Measurement

CBED
Measurement

{1 1 1 }
{2 2 0 }
{113}
{2 2 2 }
{004}
{331}

10.603(3)
8.388(2)
7.681(2)
0.182(1)
6.996(1)
6.726(2)

10.600(1)
8.385(5)
7.68(2)
0.15(1)
6.98(5)
6.79(6)

Table 3.3: X-ray and CBED measured values for the first six structure factors of 
Si[110]. Error in last place is shown in brackets.

factors were those of the independent atom values. The background levels were 

estimated by measuring intensities between discs and the thickness and normal

isation constant were estimated using the thickness scan method, explained in 

section 3.3. More details of the experimental operation can be found in [12] along 

with a detailed discussion of the results.

The results of this fit for the first six structure factors are shown in table 3.3 where 

the structure factors have been converted into the equivalent X-ray structure 

factors of units e/atom  using the Mott formula given below [55],

fg = Z e x p ( - M s 2) -  47r6°2/l f f s 2 (3.34)

where Z  is the atomic number, s = |# |/47r, exp (—M s2) is the Debye-Waller factor 

and fg1 is the electron scattering factor given by,

Aqr
Ug =  —  E  fg  exP(-*g-r.')- (3-35)

v c i

Here, vc is the volume of the unit cell and the sum is over all atomic positions in 

the unit cell r;.

Equivalent results from X-ray Pendellosung measurements have been included. 

It can be seen that the measured values are in close agreement in most cases with
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only the result from the (2 2 2 ) structure factor being significantly different.

3.7 Summary

The use of CBED as a method of determining low order structure factors has been 

considered. For this method to be effective there are two major requirements. 

First, only elastically scattered electrons can be used as including the theory of 

inelastic scattering would make the pattern matching method too complicated 

to be practical. Therefore, the sample must be cooled and the CBED patterns 

must be energy filtered. Second, the theoretical calculations must be fully con

verged. However, the time taken to get a fully converged CBED pattern can be 

prohibitively long and some form of approximation is needed to reduce this time.

The approximation method used in the work presented here is the Bethe approx

imation. It has been shown that this method has several advantages over second 

order perturbation theory which had previously been used. Both the eigenvec

tors and the eigenvalues are altered with the changes in the eigenvalues not being 

limited to the second order as in second order perturbation theory. Also, no 

additional cut off between the inner and outer beam sets is required since there 

cannot be a division by zero in this method. It has been shown that this combina

tion of advantages leads to the Bethe approximation giving a converged pattern 

with fewer beams than the second order perturbation theory. Additionally, it was 

found that the analytic gradients derived for use with second order perturbation 

theory could still be used for the Bethe approximation. Therefore, the full fitting 

routine could be expected to work correctly with this approximation.

Finally, the fitting method, including the new Bethe approximation, was used to 

determine the low order structure factors of Si [1 1 0 ] and was found to give similar 

results to previous measurements using X-rays.
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C hapter 4

Inelastic E lectron Diffraction  

and Im aging

In this chapter and the next we will be concentrating on some of the inelastic 

effects of High Energy Electron Diffraction discussed earlier. In particular we 

will be considering atomic electron excitation. It will be shown that the energy 

loss filtering system used in the last chapter to eliminate these contributions 

can be used to study them instead. Images arising from fast electrons which 

have caused a particular atomic excitation will be considered. In particular we 

wish to gain an understanding of crystalline structures through chemical mapping 

i.e. determining the elements which make up the crystal and their distribution 

through that crystal.

If the fast electrons are energy filtered then they can be used to image the atoms of 

any element and thus produce a chemical map. Much work has already been done 

to understand how the resolution limit of these images is affected by the electron 

microscope itself [56, 1 1 ]. Here we will be considering how the underlying physics 

of the process limits resolution and affects the final image i.e. we will consider the 

differences between an image from a single atom and one from an atom within a 

surrounding crystal, highlighting the effects of dynamical diffraction.
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In Section 4.1 of this chapter chemical mapping and the limits to the obtainable 

resolution of these maps will be discussed. In section 4.2 the model of the atomic 

electron excitation used for our work will be developed and the approximations 

explained. The model was developed to emphasise the fundamentals of imaging 

and diffraction, i.e. size of image, effect of dynamical diffraction etc. It was 

essential to have a source of localised inelastic electrons but it was not necessary to 

exactly reproduce the practical situation. Thus the limitations of the microscope 

were largely ignored and several physical approximations were made.

A hydrogenic model is used to describe the atom in which the atomic excitation 

takes place. These electronic transitions are assumed to be from one bound state 

to another rather than ionising the atom. Expressions for the object function 

intensity are obtained by considering the fast electrons which have caused the 

excitation. These are developed both for a single atom and for an atom within a 

surrounding crystal.

In this latter case we must take into account the effects of dynamical diffraction. 

In section 4.3 the exact form of the transition is taken into account i.e. the atomic 

number and the electron shells which are involved in the transition (e.g. s to p, p 

to d). The computer implementation of these models is described in section 4.4 

and the results are then summarised in section 4.5.

4.1 Inelastic Scattering

As discussed in chapter 2  the scattering of electrons cannot be described entirely 

by the theory of elastic scattering. Even if absorption is included into the theory 

to account for the loss of electrons from the diffraction pattern the theoretical 

model will differ from the experimental results due to the background of inelasti- 

cally scattered electrons. Energy filtering systems [35, 3] are an important method 

of minimising the inelastic background and allowing quantitative comparisons of
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elastically scattered CBED patterns to be made, see chapter 3.

However, the use of these filtering systems is not restricted to eliminating inelastic 

scattering. The filters can be adjusted to allow electrons of any particular energy 

to pass through (to within ~  5eV) [3]. Therefore, it is possible to study a ma

terial using electrons which have lost some specific amount of energy through an 

inelastic process. Both plasmon loss (e.g. [57, 58]) and atomic electron excitation 

(e.g. [59, 60]) are used in this manner. However, thermal diffuse scattering is dif

ficult to use since the energy losses involved are typically < 50 meV and cannot 

be resolved from the purely elastically scattered electrons. One of the impor

tant applications of energy filtering has been the understanding of the chemical 

composition of materials which is discussed below.

4.1.1 Principles of Chem ical M apping

An important step in understanding the properties of a material is to know its 

chemical composition. There are a number of ways of measuring this e.g. Energy 

Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) [61] and Z-contrast imaging [62]. However, 

the results of an analysis give limited information about the location of individual 

elements or are limited to well defined grain boundaries. With the development 

of energy filtering, or Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS), it has become 

possible to study the spatial position of different elements within a particular 

structure by making use of atomic electron excitations.

To understand the principle behind this type of chemical mapping we must first 

consider how the number of fast electrons causing the transitions varies with the 

amount of energy lost due to inelastic collision. Consider the electron intensity 

versus energy loss graph shown in figure 4.1, the greatest number of electrons 

is found in the zero loss peak with the intensity falling off as the energy loss 

increases. This indicates that the majority of scattering is elastic or low loss 

and explains why energy filtering of elastically scattered electrons removes the
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Intensity 
(Arbitrary Units)

Energy Loss (Arbitrary units)

Figure 4.1: Idealised EELS spectrum.

background haze while keeping the diffraction features. The fall off in intensity 

can be understood since, except for atomic electron excitation, as the energy loss 

increases so too does the average number of inelastic events. Atomic electron 

excitation is also less likely at higher energy losses but only a single scattering 

event is required.

Superimposed on this decline in intensity is a set of peaks which are formed when 

fast electrons excite a core electron to some higher state, each peak representing 

a different core excitation. These different peaks may be due to excitation of dif

ferent core electrons within the same element or the same core electron excitation 

but from different elements each of which have different energies. By studying 

these different peaks it is possible to gain an understanding of the proportion of 

various elements within the crystal [35, 63].
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4.1.2 Lim its o f R esolution in Chem ical M apping

It can be seen from the above that if an energy filter is set to collect electrons 

which have lost a certain amount of energy (corresponding to a core excitation) 

then a significant proportion of the electrons collected will have lost their energy 

due to an interaction with a specific element. There are a number of points to 

consider before using this information to create a chemical map. First, a large 

number of electrons will have lost their energy due to multiple scattering and 

must be subtracted. There are two main ways of subtracting this background, see 

figure 4.2. The simplest is to measure the intensity of the image at each pixel just 

before the excitation edge i.e. use only the values from I2 in figure 4.2 and assume 

that this value is constant for the whole peak and subtract it from the intensity 

values at the equivalent pixel [64]. The other method takes two measurements 

which do not overlap, Ii and I2, before the edge and uses a power law to estimate 

the true value of the background in the region where the measurement is being 

taken. The background intensity to be subtracted is then given by [65, 6 6 ],

Ik =
1 — r

^1—r   ^1—r (4.1)

There are two major ways of using EELS to produce chemical maps [63], the 

first relies on the use of a focused electron probe (STEM) being scanned over 

an area of the sample allowing detailed information of the chemical make up of 

the material to be found. A single scan can be used to produce the complete 

chemical map since as many energy loss windows can be examined as required. 

See [67, 6 8 , 69] for examples of this method.

However, using this technique restricts the area of sample which can be considered 

since the beam must be scanned over the whole sample which for a large area 

can take of the order of one hour. During this time specimen drift may occur 

making the measurements inaccurate. Therefore, the method tends to be used for 

intermediate resolution chemical maps. The other method of creating chemical
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E n e r g y  L o s s

Figure 4.2: Diagram showing how the background is subtracted from an EELS 
map. L and I2 are measured and a power law is used to extrapolate the back
ground value to the exact energy loss window being measured.
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maps using electron excitation uses a GATAN imaging PEELS system [3]. In 

this case a parallel beam illuminates the whole area of interest and the whole 

image is formed at once but only for a single energy loss window. Therefore, for 

a complete chemical map of the region several images must be obtained, thus 

increasing the radiation dose and the potential damage to the sample. The time 

taken to do this can be of the order of a few seconds and if only a few energy loss 

windows need to be taken the problem of specimen drift can be overcome.

However, in both of these methods there are important restrictions on the resolu

tion limit due to both the underlying physics and microscope parameters. These 

have been addressed in a number of papers for example, [70, 71, 72, 73, 74]. Here 

we will concentrate on the restrictions imposed on the Transmission Electron Mi

croscope, using a GATAN imaging PEELS, although many of the problems are 

common to both methods.

There are several practical restrictions on how high a resolution can be obtained 

using Energy Filtered TEM (EFTEM) for chemical mapping. A detailed descrip

tion has been given in [11] and references there in. The important parameters 

have been shown to include, signal to noise ratio, spherical aberration, radia

tion damage, instrument instabilities and imperfect image detectors. The most 

important factors are considered below.

First, the signal to noise ratio plays an important role [75], it must be noted 

that the signal used to produce the chemical map can be several times lower 

than the elastic scattering level, becoming smaller as the energy loss increases. 

Therefore, if the number of atoms which contribute to the signal gets smaller 

i.e. higher resolution, then the signal becomes even less significant until a point 

is reached where no signal can be detected due to the ever increasing importance 

of statistical fluctuations [10]. However, it is claimed that although signal to 

noise ratio is important, by using brighter illumination, FEG rather than LaBe 

sources, and longer exposure times this need not be the most significant limiting 

factor [11]. However, it should be noted that these solutions will lead to greater
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Figure 4.3: Factors limiting resolution, see text for details, 

sample damage and possibly specimen drift.

Another important problem which has been considered in several papers is the 

chromatic aberration of the magnetic lenses which form the image. This is pri

marily a problem for CTEM where the objective lens focuses a beam with a 

spread of energies (at least 5eV) where as for STEM the objective lens focuses 

a nearly monochromatic beam of electrons. The maximum delocalisation due to 

chromatic aberrations is given by,

<4'2>

Here, Cc is the coefficient of chromatic aberration, w is the size of the energy 

window of the filter, Eo is the energy of the fast electron and Oq is the maximum 

scattering angle allowed by the objective aperture. As can be seen from equation 

(4.2) the image localisation depends upon the size of the objective aperture, the 

smaller the aperture the smaller the effect of chromatic aberration. It has been
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demonstrated [56, 11, 76] that this aberration is likely to limit the resolution, 

possibly to a minimum of lnm.

The diffraction limit is determined by the wavelength of the electron and the size 

of the objective aperture, so that smaller aperture sizes lead to lower resolution 

limits [77]. It is given by,

0-6A
dd — q (4.3)

"o

where A is the electron wavelength. Finally, the last limit to resolution we will 

consider is the delocalisation of the interaction between the fast and atomic elec

tron. A simple expression given by [78] is often used, although it does not take 

into account the quantum mechanical nature of the interaction. If the fast elec

tron can excite the atomic electron at a distance 6 then the image is broadened 

by 2 brms where,

_ hi/Oo 
rms ~  A E (*2 +  d2E)ln(l  -|-

1 /2

(4.4)

Here, v is the speed of the fast electron, A E  is the energy loss and 0E is given 

by 0E = AE/2Eo  with E0 being the initial energy of the fast electron. The value 

of brms is nearly constant with respect to the objective aperture. See [79] for 

a discussion of semiclassical and full quantum mechanical representations of the 

delocalisation using the impact parameter.

Figure 4.3 shows the resolution loss due to delocalisation, chromatic aberration 

and the diffraction limit as a function of the objective aperture at an energy 

loss of 500eV, energy window of 20 eV and a coefficient of chromatic aberration 

of 1 mm on a 200keV EFTEM [11]. In this particular case it can be seen that 

the maximum resolution of 6A is achieved for an objective aperture of about 

5 mrads. Typical recent investigations have demonstrated resolutions down to 

lnm  [80]. Claims of higher resolution have been made and are discussed in more
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detail in section 5.4.

It can be seen from the above discussion and figure 4.3 that a compromise must 

be made to achieve the highest possible resolution. The value of objective aper

ture is dictated primarily by the chromatic aberration of the microscope since the 

effect of both the diffraction limit and the impact parameter or delocalisation are 

set for a given system. Detailed investigations into the effects of this aberration 

have been undertaken by a number of people [56, 81]. However, the underlying 

physical limit to the attainable resolution is set by the diffraction limit and delo

calisation, and these are less well understood. In the models developed in the rest 

of this chapter, the microscope limitations are ignored, e.g. chromatic aberration 

and signal to noise ratio but the diffraction limit and a full quantum mechanical 

model of the delocalisation are implicit in the models. Thus we are able to inves

tigate the situation where all the scattered electrons are used to create the image, 

i.e. a very large objective aperture and where chromatic aberrations are no longer 

an issue. This gives an indication of the fundamental resolution limit to this type 

of elemental imaging, this model is developed in section 4.2.1. Additionally, the 

previous work on this topic has considered only an isolated atom, the effects of 

the surrounding crystal have not been considered. A model will be developed in 

section 4.2.3 to examine the effects the dynamical diffraction, which results from 

the inclusion of a surrounding crystal, has on the basic object function.

4.2 A tom ic E xcitation M odels

The aim of the work presented here is to study the underlying physics of the 

fast electron /  source atom interaction rather than the experimental limitation 

outlined in section 4.1.2. Therefore, the model used to study the interaction needs 

to be as simple as possible, so that the results are not clouded with needless detail 

but at the same time it must retain the essential physics of the real world.
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As a starting point it was decided that since the microscope capabilities were 

well researched there was no need to include the parameters which limited their 

effectiveness, i.e. chromatic aberrations and signal to noise ratio. Therefore, the 

images that we will be studying are better described as object functions since 

they remain unaltered by any experimental imaging techniques.

In the next section we will introduce the model to be used for this investigation, 

the approximations used will be explained and an expression for the intensity of 

the free space object function derived. This model will also provide the basis for 

the dynamical diffraction model which will be derived in the section following.

4.2.1 Independent A tom  M odel

To study the underlying resolution limit it is not necessary to calculate either the 

exact shape or intensity of the object function for a specific real case, rather we 

are interested in the qualitative results which will provide approximate answers 

as well as showing trends. For this reason several simplifications can be used to 

make the model both easier to calculate and more adaptable.

First, the atom in which the inelastic event takes place will be assumed to be 

a hydrogenic atom. This is done so that the calculations can be made easier as 

only the atomic and single electron charge need to be considered when modelling 

the interaction. It is then simple to change the energy loss of the interaction by 

changing the atomic number of the hydrogenic atom.

The second major approximation concerns the final state of the atomic electron. 

In a real system the electron would have to be excited from a bound state into 

a free (conduction band) state [82, 83]. However, the calculation is considerably 

simplified if the atomic electron in the hydrogenic atom is excited from one bound 

state to another. This is because only one final state of the atomic electron has 

to be considered rather than many. However, by doing this it appears that the
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source atom is left in two very different states. In the real case the final state is 

delocalised whereas in the proposed approximation it is localised.

If we remember that the purpose of this model is to provide a source of inelas- 

tically scattered electrons with which we can investigate the effect of dynamical 

diffraction rather than give an accurate quantitative representation of reality then 

this approximation need not be a problem. However, the differences between the 

two approaches should not be over emphasised. At the edge of the conduction 

band the final states may be like the bound states we are considering in this 

model, for example consider the case of atomic excitation on the Carbon atom. 

Think of the excited state in the Linear Combination of Atomic Orbital (LCAO) 

framework [21]. The core states fill the l s 22.s22p2 set of orbitals and at the edge 

of the conduction band the state simplifies to sp3. Therefore, at the edge, the 

final state consists of atomic like 2s and 2 p states over the region in which the 

atomic orbital is significant. Making our bound to bound calculation a reasonable 

approximation to the edge of a bound to free transition.

The problem of defining an excitation from one bound state to another has been 

developed previously [84] and is given here. We begin by considering the Hamil

tonian of the interaction between a fast electron and a single hydrogenic source 

atom which can be written as,

U2 o Y-72 e2 e2 e2 (A r\
H  =  — —— V - i  —  —— V 2 —    j r —    j r T    j----------------- r . ( 4 . 5 )

2m 2m 47re0 |r i | 47re0 |r2| 47re0|ri — r2|

The nucleus is assumed to be fixed at the origin. The subscripts refer to the 

fast (1 ) and source or atomic (2 ) electrons, the other symbols have their usual 

meanings. The wave function of the system is given by

H^f =  (E i +  E 2)\P (4.6)

with a non relativistic fast electron energy of Ei = %2k2/2m  and source electron 

energy of E 2 =  — 13.6eV for the ground state of the hydrogen atom. If it is
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assumed that the fast and source electrons are distinguishable and no exchange 

effects need be included, then a solution of the form 4/ =  (j>m{^\)um(r2) can

be sought where m is a set of orthogonal states. Equation (4.6) becomes,

£ > m ( r2) ( 2 “ )  V? 'M r l) +  X >»*(r l) V 2U» ( r 2)

e2 e2
)  > ^m(r2)0m(ri)m 4xe0ri ^  ^ t Qr2

e2
+  X z  i r<Mri)um(r2) =  ^(^1 +  E 2 )<t>m(?i)Um(r2) .  (4.7)m 47re0 r i - r 2 m

We know that the atomic states for a hydrogenic atom are given by,

~  4 ^ )  “"(r2) = jB’*“"(r2) (4'8)

thus if the second and third terms of equation (4.7) are combined and Z m (£  1 +  

-£2 )0 m(i*i)wm(r2) is subtracted from both sides we get,

—h2
J ^ u m(r2 ) ( - — )V 20m(ri) +  ^ 0 ^ ( r i)um(r2)(£m - E 1 - E 2)
TO TO

- ? 4 i T “ "*(r2)^ (ri) +  £ 4 ^ *  (4'9)

As explained earlier rather than allowing the atom to be ionised it can be chosen 

to be excited to some bound state un. To refine equation (4.9) so that we can 

consider only the excitation into this state we multiply it by u* (r2) and integrating 

over all r 2 we obtain,

Z ^  
2 m

V?0n(n )  — ( £ 1  +  E 2 — -£n)0n(ri) —
47re0|ri

■0n(ri)

+  E ( w« h — i------------ im 47re0|ri — r2| |^to)0to(i*i ) — 0. (4.10)
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The Dirac brackets contain an implicit integral over r 2. We can now split this 

equation to show the elastic and inelastic parts separately, i.e. we move the in

elastic diffraction (from state m into state n) onto the right hand side of the 

equation leaving only the elastic diffraction of the inelastically scattered electron 

on the left hand side (state n to state n).

2 m V ' ( £ l  +  E2  + <“B|4Jreo|r1 - r 2| |,<B>
e2 \  , , N , e2

A I I f <^n(rl) — ^  (wn| . I ||wm)̂ >m(ri) (4.11)47re0|ri|y mzfzn 47re0|ri -  r2|

If we assume that the right hand side of equation (4.11) is small i.e. ignoring 

inelastic scattering, then with the atom being in some initial state U{ the equation 

for (j) is given by,

( ^ - V \  — Ei +  r|u,) -  r - ^ n - r )  U n )  =  0. (4.12)\  2m 47re0| r i - r 2| 47re0|r i | /

This describes the elastic scattering of the fast electron with the scattering po

tential Vef f ( r i)  being given by,

2 2 

Ve/Avi)  =  (“.It— jr— r r lui) -  d_,e ir . (4 -13)47re0|ri — r2| 47re0|ri|

which has contributions from both the nucleus and the electron. Returning to 

the inelastic scattering case where the RHS of equation (4.11) is not insignificant, 

we require the source term (f>i to be on the right hand side. The atom is initially 

in state i allowing the sum over m  to be simplified to the single state i. The 

equation for single inelastic scattering is now given by,
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Vj — (E\  +  E2 — En) +  (un|- j -|un) —
2m  47re0 n  — r2 47reo n

4>n{ r i)  =

e2
K I t— j-----—rl«i)^(ri) (4.14)47re0 fi — r2

The energy of the fast electron is much greater than the scattering potential, 

i.e. the scattering potential is a perturbation of the total energy so that scattering 

from one atom is weak [84, 85] allowing the Born approximation to be made where 

we assume a single scattering event, i.e. elastic scattering of the inelastic wave 

is ignored. Thus we set Vef f (ri) =  0 in both equations (4.12) and (4.14), the 

equation for the inelastic wave is given by,

- f t
2 m

V 2 -  (E1 +  E2 -  En)
e2

^n(ri) =  - K I t—- r ----—rlui>'Mri)- (4.15)47re0 ri — r2

4.2.2 Independent A tom  O bject Function

We must now find a solution for <̂>n(ri), this can be achieved using a Green’s 

function method where [8 6 ],

<f>n{r) =  f  dr'G(r-y)V{r>)Mr').  (4.16)

iq has been replaced by the more usual symbol of r' when considering Greens 

functions. G is the free space Green’s function, V^r') is the first term on the 

RHS of equation (4.15) i.e. V(r') =  (^nl47reo|er/_r2| \ui) and is the matrix element 

for inelastic scattering the Dirac brackets imply an integral over r2.

In this case the incident fast electron can be described using a plane wave since 

there is no crystal surrounding the source atom. Therefore, the wave function is 

obtained by using the free space Green’s function. However, in the next section 

we want to create a model including a surrounding crystal, in this case we will 

use the projection approximation (2 .1 1 ) of chapter 2 ,
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[ - V |.  +  U W ( R M v )  =  2  i k - £ . (4.17)

To keep the two models consistent we use this approximation but for the free space 

model we must set the crystal potential term =  0. We split the incoming

wave function into x-y and z components using the parabolic approximation also 

discussed in chapter 2  i.e.,

ifci = exp(zK.R) exp(—iKl /2k) .  (4-18)

The free space Greens function is then,

G =  4 -  /  dK ' exp(K '(R -  R ! ) ) e x p { - i K ' \ z  -  z ' ) /2k)0 (z  -  z') (4.19)
2ik J

where <d(z — zf) is the step function which ensures forward propagation. The 

expression for <f)n(r) is given by,

<̂ n(R , z) =  ^ J d K ' J d r ' e x p ( i K ' ( R - R ' ) )

x e x p { - i K a ( z - z ' ) l 2 k ) Q ( z - z ' ) V ( r ' ) .  (4.20)

This equation then simplifies to,

<j>n(R ,z )  =  f  d K 1 exp(iK,( R ) ) e x p ( - i K ,2(z)/2k)

x /  dr' {U„
e2 exp(—iq.r')

47re0 |r ' — r 2| Ui). (4.21)

Where q  =  k ' — k. On integration over r ' this becomes [84],
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j / p . x  e2 f  d K l ^ P { iK ' ( R ) ) e x p ( - i K n (z)/2k)
M U ’z) ~  w f c  J  d K   jP(q) (422)

where

F(  q) =  (Un\exp(- iq .r2)\Ui). (4.23)

If we assume that the incident electron always travels along z then K =  0 and 

substituting Q (i.e. K ' — K) into equation (4.22) gives,

. . e2 f  exp(zQ.R)exp(—iQ2z/2k)  .
i r + n  f ( Q ' ^  (4 2 ‘ >

This is the expression for the free space object function when recorded at some 

distance z below the source atom. The term exp(—iQ2z/2k)  will tend to defocus 

the object function, however, if the object function is recorded immediately below 

the source atom, where z ~  0  or the object function is focused then this term  

reduces to 1 and the object function is given by,

m  = (4.25)

While this is the final expression for the intensity of the object function we can 

considerably simplify the calculation of this by splitting the integral into its two 

component parts which gives,

J(R ) - f
ik Jo

QdQ F(Q, qz)
Q2 +  q2z

r ’Z-K
x / d (j)Q exp (i IQIRI cos(<f>Q —  <I>r)) exp(i<j)Q) 

Jo

8ir€0ik Jo
27T

(4.26)

The phase terms (j>Q and (j)R are the angles which the Q and R  vectors make with 

an arbitrary direction so that Q .R  =  |Q|R|cos(^»g — </>r ), see figure 4.4. If we
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Arbitrary axis

Figure 4.4: The phase angles (j)Q and (/>r arise from the angle the Q and R  vectors 
make with some arbitrary direction in the image plane.

now make the substitution that (/> = (j>Q — <j>R and note that the integral can range 

from 0  to 7r if it is multiplied by 2  then the integral becomes,

m  = ik  Jo
00 QdQ F(Q,qz)

  exp (i<f)R)
4:TT6oik Jo Q2 -f

x [  dcj) exp (z|Q ||R | cos(</>)) exp(i(j>) 
Jo

(4.27)

The angular integral is now in the form of a standard integral where, [87]

Jn(x) = ---- / exp(z:rcos0)exp(m0)d0.
7T Jo

(4.28)

Here Jn(x) is the nth order first Bessel function at value x. Thus, the intensity 

of the object function for a single atom in free space is given by,

J(R ) =
47reo ik

27r
roo
/ d QJo

Ji{QR)QF(Q,qz)
Q2 + q

(4.29)

The phase term exp(i<j)R) becomes one on squaring and is therefore not shown.

In this section we have used a Green’s function method to find an expression for 

the inelastic wave function derived in section 4.2.1 and hence the intensity of the
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object function. The model assumes that the source atom is independent from 

all other atoms, the case where it is surrounded by other atoms in a crystal will 

be considered in the next section.

4.2.3 Inclusion of a Crystal

In this section an equivalent expression for the object function will be found which 

will include the effects of dynamical diffraction due to a surrounding crystal. 

The effect of including a surrounding crystal is to require the fast electron to be 

described by Bloch waves while in the crystal and therefore allow the fast electron 

to be elastically diffracted.

An important approximation is made in the description of the system, the source 

atom from which the inelastic scattering takes place is assumed to have no dis

ruptive effect on the crystal lattice which is assumed to be perfect. Thus, the 

only deviation from the ideal elastic scattering case is due to the atomic excita

tion in the source atom. By doing this we have isolated the effect of dynamical 

diffraction upon the original independent atom object function.

As a starting point for the calculation of the inelastic wave function (for the single 

inelastic scattering case) we should note that as in equation (4.16),

^ i n e i a s t i c ( r )  =  j  dr' G(r; r')V( r / ) ^ i n c id e n t ( r / )  ( 4 . 3 0 )

where f f ri n d d e n t ( r / )  is the incident fast electron wave, V ^ r ' )  is the inelastic scatter

ing potential and is the same as previously and G(r ;  r ' )  is the Green’s function 

which provides the outgoing amplitudes. The projection approximation explained 

in chapter 2  is applied here so that only scattering in the zero layer is considered. 

Consider figure 4.5, the incident fast electron will undergo elastic scattering on 

entering the crystal and within the crystal is given by [8 8 ],
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Incident wave

sample

Source atom

atomic planes

Outgoing wave

Figure 4.5: Source atom surrounded by crystal.

^  in c id e n t  — E t f ( K ) £ C & ( K )  exp(z (K  +  G ).R ') 
i G

x exp(—is*(K.)z'/2k) exp(ikz'). (4-31)

Here C  are the Bloch wave expansion coefficients with incident orientations of 

K , j  is the branch number, G is the 2d scattering vector, K is the transverse 

component of the incident electron wave vector, k is the magnitude of the incident 

wave vector, R ' and z‘ are the radial and z components of the fast electron position 

respectively. Typically, the work on Electron Energy Loss chemical mapping uses 

thin crystals to prevent multiple scattering events from making the energy loss 

peak too weak to be significant. Therefore, we have assumed that no absorption 

is present i.e. all electrons which undergo inelastic scattering with the source 

atom are collected.

The Green’s function is used to include the effects of elastic scattering of the 

inelastically scattered wave function and is given by [8 8 ],
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G =  8 A fc  £  / dK ' Ch ( K ') ^ ( K ')  exp(i(K ' +  H ).R )

x exp{- is j '{K')z/2k)  exp(-«(K ' +  G ').R ') exp{isj>{K')z'/2k)  

x exp (—ik'(z — z'))(d(z — z'). (4.32)

Here H  and G ' are sums over the scattering vectors, K7 is the x-y component of 

the inelastically scattered electron wave vector, k' is the magnitude of the inelas- 

tically scattered wave vector, R  and z are position coordinates of the inelastic 

wave, j '  is the branch number and 0  is a step function which ensures forward 

propagation of the wave. Writing equation (4.30) in full gives,

E  / d K '  C& (K O Cg(K ')Cr(K )CS»(K )
j j 'H G G '

x exp(«(K' +  H ).R ) exp(—is^(K')z /2k)  exp(ik'z) 

x J  d r'exp(—zQ.R') exp(—iqzz/)V(r') (4.33)

where Q is defined as (K '+ G ') — (K +G ) and qz as ((s^(K)—s^('K,))/2k) — (k—k,). 

Since we are only interested in the wave function at the exit surface of the crystal 

^ will always be greater than z' and the step function can be considered as implicit 

in the expression. It should be noted that we are making an approximation here, 

the integration over f  dr' is for all space but the crystal we are considering is finite. 

This should not m atter since the scope of V^r7) is limited and the integration can 

be over any range so long as it includes all the significant values of

To obtain an expression similar to F (q) of equation (4.23) for the single atom 

case let us first define a function M (q) as the integral over r ' from equation (4.33) 

with V(r') written in full i.e.,

M (<]) =  i ^ / d r ' / d r 2  “ Kr 2 -  r o) u *(r 2 -  r o)eX|Pr {  ̂ (4.34)
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where ro is the position of the source atom within the crystal. Let r2 — ro be 

called ra and r" =  r' — ra — ro, after integrating over r" M(q) becomes,

M(q) = e~~^ rgô ' r°̂  /  d ra u}(r0)ui(ra)e x p (- 2q.ra). (4.35)

The inclusion of the ro term allows the source atom to be moved to any position 

within the crystal. This will be particularly useful in examining the differences 

arising from the source atom being placed at various depths and various horizontal 

positions, see chapter 5. We now define a function F (q) as,

F(q) = y  d ra u}(ra)ui(ra)exp(-zq .ra) (4.36)

which is the same as that defined in equation (4.23). An analytic expression will 

be found for the Is to 2p and 2p to 3d transitions of this function in section 4.3.1.

The inelastic wave function of equation (4.33) can be further simplified by mak

ing the substitution K" = K7 +  H, noting that in general C q(K  — G') =  

C'g>/_ g /(^-) [15] an(l eigenvalues are periodic in G. The wave function can 

now be expressed as a sum over four variables since the sum over G ' and H  is 

equivalent to simply summing over G'. So that,

^ (R’z) =  Teiik T  JdK' ° 0  (K')Cgr(K')Ci*(K)Cj,(K)
j j ' G G '

x exp(zK7.R) exp(—is^' (K')z/2k)

x exp(ik'z)— ^ ~ ^ ^ - F ( q )  (4.37)

where K" has been replaced with K7, Q is now given by

Q =  (K ' +  G') -  (K +  G), (4.38)

and qz by,

qz =  ((sj (K) -  sj '(K'))/2k) - { k -  kf). (4.39)
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Equation (4.37) is the final expression for the inelastic wave and defines the wave 

function at any point through the crystal. However, the expression can again be 

simplified if it is noted that it can be written in the form of a Fourier transform.

In this case the amplitude of the inelastic wave at the bottom surface of the

crystal is given by,

A (R ,t)  =  J  A(K') exp(iK 'R )dK '. (4.40)

The amplitude at the bottom of the crystal has been chosen since this will be 

where any experimental measurements will be made and will therefore reveal how 

dynamical diffraction will affect the object function in reality. The term A(K') 

is the diffraction amplitude for the system and is given by,

A (K ')  =  £  C |f ( K ') c £ ( K ') C r ( K ) C 4 ( K )
jj'GG'

x . lp ( - . ^ (K')1/2i ) 5 3 t f a £ ! ) f .(q), (4.41)

The term  exp(ik'z) from equation (4.37) has been dropped since it is only a phase 

factor and will not contribute to the intensity of the final object function. A(K ') 

can be calculated from the above expression and the final object function is then 

given by |A (R ,t) |2.

We have now obtained general expressions for the intensity of the inelastic object 

function for both a single atom and an atom within a crystal. However, there 

are still a number of practical points which must be addressed. In particular the 

transition which takes place in the source atom has not been defined, nor has the 

resulting expression for F ( q) been derived.
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4.3 Im plem entation of Scattering M odels

Both of the proceeding sections rely on knowledge of the function F ( q) which de

pends upon the initial and final state of the source atom. Numerical calculation 

of this function can be time consuming, to over come this the expression is first 

simplified analytically and then changed into a dimensionless quantity. This al

lows a single set of numerical calculations to be made for each separate transition 

and the results put in a lookup table for future reference during calculations.

4.3.1 Source A tom  Transition

For the work presented here it was decided that the source atom transition would 

be from either a Is to 2p or 2p to 3d. These transitions were chosen since they are 

effectively K and L edge transitions respectively which are popular experimental 

transitions in EELS [89] as well as being the easiest to simplify analytically.

We will derive an expression for F (q) for only one transition and merely state the 

other expressions since it is a relatively long derivation and further derivations 

will not provide any significant insights into the physics of the process. We will 

consider the Is —► 2 p transition, excluding spin there is only one Is state and 

three 2p states. We will concentrate on the 2p\ state whose matrix element, 

(u2pi|exp(—zq.r)|u is), is equivalent to the integral

-F(q) = J  exp(—zq.r)u2pluisdr. (4.42)

The 1 -s state is given by [90],

where, Z  is the atomic number, a0 is the Bohr radius and p is given by 2Zr/naQ



X

Figure 4.6: Definition of (j) and 0 for atomic states, 

with n being the principle quantum number (equal to one here). U2Pi is given by,

1 Z  ”
U2Pi = exp {i<f>) sin(0) ( — )  exp )

where (f) is the angle r  makes with the x-y plane and 6 is the angle r  makes with 

the z axis as shown in figure 4.6. sin 6 can therefore be written as R / r , leaving 

the integral in equation 4.42 as,

F (q ) =  t©  /d r f l e x p H q . r ) e x p ( ^ ) e x p  ( ^ )

Splitting the integral into x-y (R) and z components gives,

1 / Z ' 41 f  Z \

=  8tt Vao/  J_Jz ex

exn  I -
2ao

roo / _
x /  RdK  exp(z^) exp(—zQ .R)exp ( —— (R 2 +  z2)* ) . (4.43)

Jo \  2a,n J

If qzz is small enough exp(—iqzz) can be simplified to 1 — iqzz i.e. the dipole
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approximation can be made. Let us consider if this is a good approximation here. 

z can clearly take any value but the approximation need only be valid while the 

integrand of R  has a significant value, therefore, the dipole approximation need 

not hold when,

e x P +  ^2) ^ )  ~

An extreme case might be when this term is considered insignificant only when 

it falls to e-15. The maximum value of 2 , which is given when r  is entirely in the 

2  direction i.e. R =0, is then given by,

—3 Z
exp(—— z) =  exp(—15) (4.44)

2ao

and for an atomic number, Z, of 10 (the largest we consider in this work),

z =  1 5  * 2q° =  0.529A. (4.45)
oZ

The corresponding value of qz is 0.7482A"1 since qz ~  kOs, where k 250A 

at 200keV and 0e  = 2.99 x 10~3. This results in a true value of exp(—iqzz) 

of 0.923 — zO.386 as compared with the approximate value 1 — iO.396, smaller 

atomic numbers will tend to increase this accuracy further. Thus the dipole 

approximation seems to be a good one to make here, it is investigated further in 

section 5.1.1.

Including this approximation in the integral and splitting the R  integral into two 

components gives,

1 /  7  \   ̂ poo poo  Q7 .

m  =  A ( - )  /  d* /  R 2d R e M i ^ ( R 2 + z2) ' )
o7T V a 0 /  J —oo JO  JiCLo

/•27T
x / d</> exp(i|Q ||R | cos(<̂ > — ^ q ) exp(z^). (4.46)

J O
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The above integral does not contain the qzz term from the expansion of exp(—iqzz) 

since it would leave an integration of an odd function and therefore give a zero 

contribution. The additional term  <j>Q arises since, in general, the x-y scattering 

angle will not be identical to the angle r  makes in the x-y plane so the angle 

between Q and R  is given by (j) — (j)Q, see section 4.2.2 and figure 4.4 for a similar 

example.

Making a substitution similar to that in section 4.2.2 allows F (q) to be simplified 

using the standard integral given in equation (4.28), so that,

j  /  7. roo roo  Q7 ,
F (q ) =  - (  — ) exp( i fa)  I R ^dR J^Q R )  I dz exp(—— (R2 + z 2)*) (4.47) 

4  \ clq/  J o J —oo zclq

If the integral over z is changed to range from R  to oo so that the integral over 

z (I z say) is,

roo ,
I z =  2 I dy y(y2 -  R 2)->exp{-—y)

J R  0

then this is in a standard form [91] and F ( q) is given by,

*■«o -  f a  ( 1 ) 7 ; , dB MQ R ) n  ( | f ) . (J.4S)

K\  is the second order modified Bessel function and can be found in mathematical 

tables [87] or computer libraries [39]. The value for this integral can now be found 

numerically without difficulty, however if the integral is made dimensionless it will 

be possible to produce a look up table which is valid for all values of Z. Making 

the substitution Q =  Qao/Z and x = R Z /a 0 gives,

-ex p (^ g ) j  d x  x 3J i ( Q x ) K i ( 3 x / 2 ) .  
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ls,2p±i \  exp(±i<f>Q) f 0°° dx x3J1(Qx)I<1 ( fz )

ls,2p0 f 0°° d x  x 3J o( Q x ) K 2( 3 x / 2 )

2p0,3d0 i s f e ' F i ?  JS° d* ( ? )

2po, 3di « f e x p ( # q ) /0“  dx x i J1(Qx)K2 ( ? )

2pi, 3do 72vS«*(•*>)» { V Jo° d x  x 4 M Q x ) K 2 ( ? )  
- f o ^ d x x ^ M Q x ) ^  ( ? ) }

2pi,3di ^ J Z ° d x x * J 2(Qx)K2 ( ^ )

2pi,3eLi / 0°° dx x 5 J o( Q x ) K 2 ( ? )

2pi, 3d2 554 expW «) Jo“  dx x 5 J i ( Q x ) K i  ( ? )

2po? 3d2 135%/̂  eXP( M f a y i f L  f™&XX*J2{Qx)K2 ( ? )

2pi,3d_2 ^ e x p ( j3 ^ Q) / “  dx x s J 3 ( Q x ) K 1 ( ? )

Table 4.1: Expressions for E (q , Z) for a fast electron having caused a transition 

from the Is to 2p or 2p to 3d states.

Similarly, expressions can be found for the other Is to 2 p transitions and the 2 p to 

3d transitions (K and L edges). These are listed in table 4.1 without derivation.

4.4 Com puter Im plem entation

The mathematical models of the systems we have been discussing are imple

mented using a set of Fortran routines. These were written from scratch except 

for the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) routines and the calculation of the 

Bloch waves which uses an adapted form of the CBED pattern matching code 

used in chapter 3.

The form of the codes is described using the flow charts in figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 

and 4.10. The free space model was simple to code since the incident wave is 

simply a plane wave and the resulting image is circularly symmetric. However,
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the crystal model was much more difficult to code since the incident and scattered 

waves can undergo elastic scattering by the crystal, resulting in the breakdown 

of circular symmetry.

The exact diffraction conditions used in the crystal model are described as well 

as the method of focusing the object function. Additionally the method of inves

tigating some of the approximations made during this chapter are described.

4.4.1 Calculating F(q)

In the free space and crystal model equations (4.29) and (4.41) have to be cal

culated respectively. In both cases the value for F ( Q) is required and the time 

taken to calculate this number can be large. In general this value is a function 

of atomic number, Z, but as described in section 4.3.1 it can be made into a 

dimensionless quantity. In this case it is possible to calculate this function once 

and put it into a look up table for future reference, saving calculation time. This 

was done for each of the Is to 2p and 2p to 3d transitions,see figure 4.7. In each 

case Q was calculated at 1000 evenly spaced points between 0 and 10 where it 

was assumed to be no longer significant, see section 5.1.3. A NAG routine [39] is 

used to perform the necessary integral, with a second NAG routine being used to 

return the necessary values of the Bessel functions. The Final value of F(Q)  was 

then written to a file for future reference. Calculation of the image intensity re

quires F(Q)  to be know at any point which rather than predefined discrete values, 

so an interpolation method is used to provide the values not calculated [92].

4.4.2 Free Space M odel

Let us first consider the implementation of the free space model. A separate code 

was developed for each transition since it can be seen from table 4.1 that there 

are significant differences between each of the expressions for image intensity.
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START

pass value 

of Q
pass values

of R

return value of F(Q)
Write value of

no loop
finished

yes

END

dOlamf

loop over
F(<3)

Calculate value of 
integrand

Call NAG routine 
dOlamf to solve 

for F (Q)

Call NAG routines to 
return values of Bessel 

functions

Figure 4.7: Flow chart of the code to calculate F((J).
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However, they all followed the same pattern as figure 4.8. First, the constants 

were set and the 1000 dimensionless values of F(Q)  were input. Next a loop was 

set up to range over the spatial region of interest, e.g. if the object function was 

to be determined over 5A a loop was set up to run from 0 to 5 in steps of 0.05, 

giving 100 intensity points. Because in the free space case the object function is 

circularly symmetric it was only necessary to calculate the intensities from the 

centre of the object function along a single straight line. The results were then 

displayed as a line graph as shown in section 5.1.

A NAG routine [39] was then called to calculate the value of the integral in 

equation (4.29) at the spatial position under consideration. This NAG routine 

required a user subroutine to provide a value of the integrand at any point. This 

user routine took the table of 1000 points of F(Q)  described above. Further NAG 

routines were called to provide the values of the Bessel functions at the points 

under consideration [39]. The value of the integral was passed back from the 

NAG routine to the main programme and the intensity value of equation (4.29) 

was calculated and stored in a file.

A number of approximations can be considered using this model with only a 

minimum of changes to the code necessary to consider the elfects. These approx

imations are:

• non relativistic k

• constant qz

• dipole approximation

• varying objective aperture

The first two approximations have not been discussed previously. qz is given by,



In the non relativistic case |k| — |k'[ is given by IcQe where 0 #  = A E / E  whereas 

the correct relativistic expression is 0 #  =  A E / ( E + m 0c2)(v/ c)2. 0 #  is defined at 

the start of the code and can easily be changed to investigate this approximation.

If qz is kept constant then it is given by qz =  |k| — |k '|, which is nearly true for 

small values of Q. If this approximation is made then qz only needs to be defined 

once at the start of the code. The correct definition requires qz to be calculated 

each time the integrand is evaluated. Although this increases CPU time, it is 

easily implemented and doing so allows the approximation to be tested.

To test the dipole approximation the function F (q) had to be recalculated using 

the expression given in equation (4.43) rather than equation (4.48), this initial 

calculation took longer due to the additional integration over 2  but did not affect 

the speed of the final calculation of the object function.

Finally, the size of the objective aperture can be varied simply by altering the 

range over which the NAG routine calculates the value of the integral in equation 

(4.29). This is easily achieved by altering one parameter at the beginning of the 

code.

All of these approximations are considered in section 5.1.1 where it is shown that 

the dipole approximation is valid but that the non relativistic and constant qz 

object function are slightly different from the full calculation. The coding for the 

crystal object function took this into account and neither of these approximations 

were used.

4.4.3 Crystal M odel

The coding for the crystal object function was more complicated than the free 

space case. The values for F(c{) remained the same as did the subroutine to 

return the value of F (q). However, the rest of the code was different. The 

circular symmetry of the object function no longer holds so a one dimensional
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START

input table 
of F(Q)

pass value pass value
of Q

return value of F(Q)

Write value of 
intensity /

no loop
finished

yes

END

dOlajf

loop over

convert intensity 
to real units

Calculate value of 
integrand

call user routine 
to return value 
of F(Q)

Call NAG routine 
dOlajf to solve

for F(Q)

Call NAG routines to 
return values of Bessel 

functions

Figure 4.8: Flow chart of free space intensity programme.
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representation of the intensity is no longer valid.

The intensity at a point R , t is now given by the modulus squared of equation

(4.40), which is the Fourier transform of the diffracted amplitudes given in equa

tion (4.41). The new code now calculates these diffraction amplitudes and stores 

them as a data file, a separate programme is used to perform the Fourier trans

form and either display the intensity pattern on the screen as an intensity picture, 

see chapter 5 for examples of this format, or as another data file.

There are three stages to the calculation of the diffraction amplitudes see fig

ure 4.9. First, the host crystal is defined including the position and type of 

element as well as the source atom type, position and atomic number. Two loops 

over the scattered directions are set up, i.e. K'x and K y are varied between -8 

and +8 Bragg angles with 256 points in between, making a total of 65536 points 

to be calculated. A second routine is then called to calculate the value of the 

diffraction amplitude at each point.

For the work presented in this thesis we have chosen a Si crystal of 500A thick

ness. At this thickness there will be very limited absorption and so the Doyle 

and Turner potential [5] is used. This is not an accurate potential for a crystal 

structure (see chapter 3) but it will not introduce any qualitative errors into the 

calculation. The accelerating voltage of the microscope is set to 200keV.

The diffraction amplitudes of equation (4.41) include all zero layer G  vectors 

potentially making the calculation very large. However, the diffraction conditions 

can be chosen so that only a systematic row is included, this means that less 

calculations are needed than if a zone axis was chosen. If this is the case then 

the eigenvectors are independent of K'y (for a systematic row along G*) and the 

eigenvalues are given by,

Z (K ')  =  +  K ° .  (4.51)

In this case A(K') is given by,
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A(K') =  E  ^ ' ( ^ ) ^ ( ^ ) ^ ( 0 ) C ^ ( 0 )
33'GxG'x

x e x p (-i(sy ( i^ )  +  K'y2)z /2k)e- p(< *q ‘r °^F (q ) (4.52)
Q.

remembering that the incident direction is always perpendicular to the surface of 

the crystal, i.e. K=0. q is now defined by,

Q. = K'x — Gx + G'x 

Qy  =  K

qz =  ((s>(K0) - / ( K ' x) -  < ) /2 f c )  -  (* -  k'). (4.53)

For all the calculations done with this model the Si (220) systematic row has 

been used with the 7 strongest reflections, i.e. 660 to 660, evaluated in the sum 

over G.

Thus each of the sums in equation (4.41) is over a total of seven values, the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors are calculated by calling an adapted form of the 

CBED programme used in chapter 3. F(Q)  is found from the same routine used 

in the free space case and the final value of the diffracted wave amplitude is 

returned to the original programme where it is saved to file.

In the independent atom model it was stated that the term exp(—iQ2z/2k)  from 

equation (4.24) would tend to defocus the image. In this case the focusing of the 

object function could be achieved simply by imaging the source atom immediately 

below itself where z ~  0 and this term then reduces to 1. However, in the case of 

a source atom within a surrounding crystal this is no longer possible, the closest 

that the object function can be measured is at the bottom surface of the crystal. 

In this case it is necessary to add a focusing term to the expression in equation

(4.41). The diffraction amplitudes were saved in a separate data file so that 

the effect of the focusing term could be studied without having to recalculate 

the whole image. The focus was introduced by multiplying the diffracted wave
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START

input crystal 
type

/  input source 
/  atom type

Write value of 
intensity /

no loop
finished noyes sum

finished

yes

END

value of F(Q)

calculate Q 
and qz

sum over
GG'jj'

adapted CBED 
routine

loop over

call routine to 
calculate A(K7)

convert intensity 
to real units

call user routine 
to return value 
of F(Q)

Call routine to calculate 
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of incident and outgoing 
Bloch waves

Figure 4.9: Flow chart describing calculation of inelastic amplitudes measured at 
the base of the crystal.
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amplitudes by

exp(ik,2(t — z0)/2k) (4.54)

where zO is the depth of the impurity atom below the top of the crystal. This 

was done in the Fourier transform programme.

The Fourier transform programme see figure 4.10, input the name of the diffracted 

wave amplitude file to be used, the position of the focus and output a 256 by 

256 picture of intensity values ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white) as shown in 

chapter 5. In order to emphasise the less intense details of the images a gamma 

factor [93] of 2.0 has been used in the pictures shown in chapter 5 except where 

stated. For the Is to 2p±l case the transition can be split into separate x  and 

y states. Table 4.1 showed that the only difference between the Is to 2pi and 

Is to 2p_i transitions is the sign on the phase term, therefore, the Is to 2px 

and 2py transitions are given by adding and subtracting the amplitudes A(K ') 2Pl 

and >l(K/)2p_1 respectively with a normalisation term of l / \ /2 .  For the pictures 

shown here this normalisation term is not important since absolute values are 

not being considered.
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START

/  input name of fita 
containing A(K') /

input position 
of focus /

input all values 
ofA(K/) /

Write value of 
intensity /

END

change to intensity 
values

Perform Fourier Transform
call routine to
perform Fourier 
transform

Figure 4.10: Flow chart describing conversion of A(K') to intensity values.

4.5 Summ ary

The use of energy filtering to investigate the atomic composition of materials has 

been discussed. The limitations on the resolution of these chemical maps such 

as signal to noise ratio and chromatic aberrations have been described. In order 

to investigate the limitations imposed by the surrounding crystal, i.e. the effects
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of dynamical diffraction, a model for investigating the inelastic scattering of fast 

electrons due to atomic excitation has been developed. To keep the calculations 

as general and simple as possible a number of simplifications have been used.

The source atom where the atomic transition takes place has been taken to be 

hydrogenic and the atomic electron has been assumed to be excited from one 

bound state to another rather than from a core state into a conduction band 

state. These approximations to the true physical processes allow a simple and 

versatile analytic expression to be derived for the inelastic wave function which 

can give good qualitative information on spatial localisation.

The starting point for the analysis of the effects of dynamical diffraction is a 

system where no elastic diffraction is present. The object function for such a 

system has been derived and is given in equation (4.29). The inclusion of a 

surrounding crystal requires the fast electron to be described in terms of Bloch 

waves while in the crystal. However, it is assumed that the source atom does not 

alter the crystal structure in anyway, it merely acts as a source for the inelastic 

event.

The inelastic wave function is derived and the final expression is given in equation 

(4.37). The calculation of the final object function was considerably simplified by 

using a Fourier transform, equation (4.40). The diffraction amplitudes are then 

defined in equation (4.41). The position of the source atom can be changed easily 

which will allow investigation into the effects of dynamical diffraction in the next 

chapter.

Both the free space model and the crystal model required the function F ( q) to be 

known. This is different for each transition and so only the Is to 2pz transition 

was derived. The final expression for this transition is given in equation (4.49) 

while the other expressions for the Is to 2p and 2p to 3d transitions are given in 

table (4.1) without derivation.

The Computer implementation of these models has been described. The diffrac
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tion conditions for the crystal model were chosen as a systematic row for ease of 

calculation. The focus of the free space model was achieved by imaging imme

diately below the source atom, whereas for the crystal model a focusing term, 

given in equation 4.54 was needed.

These models can now be used to study the underlying physical limits to the 

resolution of chemical mapping using imaging PEELS.
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C hapter 5

Inelastic D iffraction and  

Im aging R esults

Both the free space and crystal models have now been developed and we are in a 

position to begin studying their object functions. In section 5.1 we will consider 

the free space object functions, their shape and spatial extent will be examined. 

Some of the approximations made when creating the model will be investigated 

to ensure there is no significant effect upon the object functions. In particular, 

we will consider relativistic effects, the dipole approximation, constant qz and 

how a realistic collection aperture of ~  10 — 20 mrads affects the final function.

In section 5.2 the inclusion of a surrounding crystal will be considered. Com

parisons are made between the free space object functions and the crystal object 

function, showing the effects of dynamical diffraction. However, the source atom 

in a crystal can be moved through the crystal either through depth or across the 

x-y plane, i.e. parallel to the surface of the crystal. In section 5.3 we show that 

moving the source atom from on plane to between planes results in a different 

object function, indicating that the interaction between a fast electron and a 

source atom is to some extent localised to within a lattice spacing. Later in this 

section we show that moving the source atom through the depth of the crystal
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results in large variations in intensity. This is accounted for by considering the 

intensity of the Bloch waves at each depth which correlates to the intensity of 

the final object function. Fringe reversal is also observed as the depth of the 

source atom is changed. It is shown that this is a result of changing the focus, 

choosing a single focus prevents reversal. A single focus is also shown to reduce 

the variation in the intensity especially if carefully chosen.

In section 5.4 we consider a single column of source atoms, it is seen that in 

this case intensity variations are less important due to the averaging effect of 

integrating through the whole column. However, it is also demonstrated that 

these columns must be some distance apart to be able to resolve them. This is 

due to fringes from nearby columns adding to make it seem as if there is a column 

even when none is present.

5.1 Single A tom  Object Functions

Despite considering only the Is to 2p and 2p to 3d transitions presenting all these 

transitions would result in an excessive number of results. Consequently only the 

Is to 2pz , the Is to 2pxy and the 2pz to 3di transition are considered. These 

transitions were chosen as representative of all the possible transitions, the 2pz 

being an even state with respect to the incident direction of the fast electron, z , 

and the 2pxy being an odd state. The 2pz to 3cfi transition is only considered in 

section 5.1 where it is demonstrated that it has many similarities to the s to p 

transitions.

5.1.1 Validation o f Approxim ations

In the last chapter a number of approximations were made when creating the 

model. Here we will consider four approximations. First, although the dipole ap-
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label constant no relativistic 

correction

dipole

approximation

constant qz Y Y Y

non relativistic N Y Y

relativistic N N Y

no dipole approx N N N

Table 5.1: Table explaining the use of labels when considering the validity of 
approximations.

proximation has been investigated in similar work [9] and briefly in section 4.3.1 

it is important to demonstrate that this approximation is valid. Second, it was 

unclear how important relativistic effects described in section 4.4 would prove, 

these are investigated. Third, using a constant value of qz as described in sec

tion 4.4 will reduce the calculation time but may affect the accuracy of the results. 

Finally, using the object function implies that all the significant diffracted beams 

are used when creating an image, this is never the case and the difference that a 

finite collection angle makes needs to be understood.

Initially only the relativistic, dipole and constant qz approximations are tested, 

the collection angle is considered later. Figure 5.1 shows the differences between 

these approximations for the Is to 2pz transition at Z = 5. Table 5.1 explains 

the labelling system for each plot, e.g. the label ’relativistic’ has a varying value 

of qz, uses the relativistic correction factor but makes the dipole approximation.

It can be seen that there is is no significant difference between the results ob

tained from using the dipole approximation and those which calculate exp(—iqzz) 

(from equation(4.43)) exactly. There are some differences between these results 

and those calculated without a relativistic correction factor although even here 

the results are qualitatively very similar, reaching half maximum intensity at ap

proximately the same distance of 0.35A. However, using a constant value of qz 

significantly reduces the maximum intensity and half maximum is not reached
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Figure 5.1: Comparisons of object function obtained with different approxima
tions. The transition is the Is to 2pz at energy loss 250eV. See text for details.

until nearly 0.6A.

Figure 5.2 show the same plots for a much higher energy loss of lOOOeV with 

the same transition. Again the differences between the object functions calcu

lated using the dipole approximation and exact exp(—iqzz) are very small. The 

calculation without the relativistic correction again gives some small differences 

with the constant qz being the most inaccurate approximation. Because of the 

differences already shown by using a constant value of qz this approximation is 

not used elsewhere in this work.

Figure 5.3 shows the remaining approximations but for the 2pz to 3di transition 

at Z  = 12, i.e. an energy loss of 260eV. This time the only noticeable difference 

in the approximations is that the object function calculated without making the 

dipole approximation has a slightly lower maximum intensity than for the other 

approximations. However, the radial spread of the object function remains the 

same whatever approximations are used.
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Since the inclusion of the relativistic correction makes some differences to the 

object functions this correction is used in the rest of the work presented here. 

However, the change in the object function is only slight if the dipole approx

imation is used. Therefore, since calculation time is significantly reduced by 

using this approximation, it is implemented throughout the rest of this work. 

Before considering the effect of the collection aperture let us first examine what 

information we can obtain from the object function itself.

5.1.2 R esolution  of O bject Functions

While we have shown that the above approximations are valid we must remember 

that our models are not intended to give an exact representation of the real world. 

However, it is still possible to get a qualitative understanding of the size and shape 

of the object functions from these models, this is done for the free space model 

in this section.

Let us first consider the object functions of the Is to 2pz transition. Figure 5.4 

shows the object functions for atomic number, Z , of 4,5,7 and 10 which correspond 

to energy losses of approximately 160eV, 250eV, 500eV and lOOOeV respectively.

An interesting feature in this graph is the sharper fall off in intensity at higher 

energy losses. This clearly shows that, as might be expected, higher energy losses 

lead to more localised object functions. At the highest energy loss (Z  = 10) the 

object function has fallen well below half maximum by 0.3A, giving an overall 

half maximum spread of less than 0.6A. However, even at low energy losses (Z  =  

4, A E  = 160eV) the intensity has fallen to half maximum by lA  giving an 

overall half maximum spread of ~  2A. If these levels of spread were repeated 

within a crystal it is likely that adjacent atoms could be resolved.

We now compare these results to those for the Is to 2pxy shown in figure 5.5 

which also has atomic numbers of 4,5,7 and 10. It can be seen that the one
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Figure 5.6: object function for the 2p to 3c? transition at various energy losses, 
showing that at higher energy losses the object function becomes more localised.

major difference is that the intensity falls to zero at the centre of the image. This 

can be understood since the 2pxy state is an odd function. Again the increased 

localisation of the object functions at higher energy loss is demonstrated, although 

this time there is no variation in maximum intensity, equation (4.40) is not a 

function of atomic number here. All object functions fall to below half maximum 

within lA, indicating that it may be possible to resolve adjacent atoms using 

these transitions in a real crystal.

Consider now the 2pz to 3c?i transition with atomic numbers 10,12,15 and 20 with 

energy losses of 190eV, 260eV, 430eV and 750eV as shown in figure 5.6. The plots 

are very similar to those of the Is to 2pxy transition, again the intensity can be 

seen to drop off to zero at the centre. Even for low energy losses half maximum 

spread will be less than 1.5A.
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5.1.3 Effect o f Varying the C ollection A perture

We have seen in the last section that the object functions for an atom in free space 

are well localised even at relatively low energy losses. However, the assumption 

that all diffracted waves will be collected is unrealistic, typically the objective 

aperture is 10 - 20 mrads [94], The object function is given in the limit that the 

change in F ( Q) from equation (4.42) tends to zero as Q gets large. Noting that 

we have previously defined Q = Qa0/ Z  then for the Is to 2pz , Is to 2pxy and 2pz 

to 3di transitions the value of F(Q)  is plotted against Q in figure 5.7. It can be 

seen that by Q = 8 the value of F(Q)  is less than 1% of the maximum value of 

F(Q)  even for the Is to 2pxy transition.

Therefore, when calculating the true object function it is only necessary to use 

values of Q up to this point. However, it should be noted that for an electron 

microscope voltage of 200keV this corresponds to a large collection aperture. 

For example, if the atomic number is 4, then for Q =  8, Q = 8 x 4/ao- At 

an accelerating voltage of 200keV, k = 250A 1 and the collection angle is 240 

mrads, see figure 5.8. For higher atomic numbers this gets larger, e.g. for 

Z=10 the collection angle is 600 mrads. The reduced collection angle under 

real experimental conditions will lead to differences between observation and 

the theoretical limits even if aberrations could be overcome. To quantify this 

figure 5.9 shows line graphs of the Is to 2pz transition at Z = 4 with several 

values of collection angle.

It can be seen that the size of the collection aperture has an important effect 

on the spread of the object functions. For a collection angle of 23mrads the 

maximum intensity is reduced by only a small amount and the radial spread is 

increased slightly. However, when the collection angle is reduced to 8 mrads half 

maximum intensity is reached at about 2A from the centre. This would make it 

more difficult to resolve adjacent atoms in a crystal.

In this section we have demonstrated a number of important points. First, we
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have seen tha t the dipole approximation is valid for this model but tha t a varying 

qz and a relativistic correction is required. The object functions found using this 

model have been shown to be well localised even for transitions with low energy 

loss. This indicates that atomic resolution may be possible. However, it has also 

been seen that the objective aperture size plays a role in the radial spread of the 

object function although, even with realistic aperture sizes of 20mrad, atomic 

resolution may be possible. We will now investigate the affect that dynamical 

diffraction has on the object functions and whether adjacent atoms within a 

crystal are resolvable.
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5.2 C rystal Object Functions

5.2.1 D iffraction Conditions

The crystal in which the dynamical diffraction occurs has been chosen as Si with 

a thickness of 500A. As explained earlier, the potential is treated as real since 

there will not be a significant amount of absorption at this thickness. Therefore, 

the crystal potential is assumed to be made up from the Doyle and Turner po

tential [5] which although not accurate for a crystal structure (see Chapter 3) 

will not introduce any qualitative errors into the calculation. The accelerating 

voltage has been set to 200 keV which is a typical value for both diffraction and 

imaging.

The diffraction amplitudes of equation (4.41) include all zero layer G  vectors 

potentially making the calculation very large. However, the diffraction conditions 

can be chosen so that only a systematic row is included, this means that less 

calculations are needed than if a zone axis was chosen. The systematic row chosen 

was the Si (220) with the 7 strongest reflections i.e. 660 to 660 as described in 

section 4.4.

5.2.2 Com parison o f Free Space and Crystal O bject Func

tions

Inclusion of the surrounding crystal destroys the circular symmetry which was 

apparent in the free space model of section 5.1. Therefore, the line graph format 

for displaying intensity values is no longer as useful. The object functions will 

now be displayed in a 2 dimensional pictorial format where increased intensity 

is indicated by a whiter colour as discussed in section 4.4. This format has the 

additional advantage that it is similar to the images produced using a CTEM.
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a)

Figure 5.10: Is to 2pz transition at Z=4 and on a crystal plane.

With this new format we can compare the results from the Is to 2p2 transition 

shown originally in figure 5.4. Figure 5.10 shows the 2 dimensional object func

tion for the Is to 2pz transition at Z=4, a) is the free space function equivalent to 

figure 5.4 and b) is found from placing the source atom 150A through a 500A crys

tal and lying on a crystal plane. For both functions the focus of the microscope 

is exactly on the source atom. Thus the two functions are identical except that 

one source atom has a crystal of Si surrounding it, therefore all the differences 

must be due to the effects of dynamical diffraction from the surrounding crystal.

Both pictures have a bright spot at the centre indicating the position of the 

source atom, however, figure 5.4b also exhibits background fringes of atomic 

spacing which reveal the underlying lattice. This underlying lattice spacing is 

1.92A and gives the scale for the pictures shown here.

As described in section 4.4 the separate x and y states can be displayed using 

this 2 dimensional pictorial format. These are shown for both the free space and 

crystal conditions in figure 5.11 for atomic number 4. Again the central bright 

spot corresponding to the position of the source atom can be seen with, in the 

case of the surrounding crystal, fringes of the lattice spacing. In these examples
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the intensity has been normalised so that the most intense pixel is represented 

by pure white, i.e. the relative intensities are not shown. However, these relative 

intensities are similar to the free space case where the maximum intensity of the 

Is to 2pz case is about 1/2 to 1/3 that of the Is to 2p±i case at Z = 4.

a) b)

Figure 5.11: Is to 2px(a, and c) and Is to 2py (b and d) object functions for 
Z=4. a and b are within a crystal, c and d are in free space. The crystal object 
functions are found at a depth of 150A, the source atom lies on the crystal plane.

It can be seen from these two examples that the most significant difference be

tween the independent atom and crystal models is the inclusion of fringes at a
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spacing equivalent to the distance between atomic planes. Thus the dynamical 

diffraction does play an important role in the forming of an object function from 

a source atom in a crystal.

5.3 M oving the Source A tom

In the above cases the source atom was positioned on a crystal plane, however, 

we are free to move it anywhere within the crystal. Because of the diffraction 

conditions we have chosen, only movement in the x and z directions will have any 

effect on the final object function.

5.3.1 M ovem ent in th e x-y Plane

In figure 5.12 we can see the effect of moving the source atom to the central point 

between planes. All other conditions are identical to figure 5.10b i.e. a crystal of Si 

surrounding the source atom which is at a depth of 150A and the transition is the 

Is to 2pz at energy loss of 160eV (Z=4). It can clearly be seen that the bright 

spot has moved from the central point on the fringe to an intermediate point 

between fringes. This indicates that the interaction between the source atom and 

the fast electron is at least partially localised to within a lattice spacing since a 

fully delocalised interaction would result in the similar patterns being produced 

whether the atom was on or between planes. This has been done for the other 

Is  to 2p transitions with similar movement of the bright spot being found.

5.3.2 M oving th e Source A tom  to Different D epths

So far we have concentrated on looking at the effect of the surrounding lattice on 

a  source atom in a single z plane within the crystal i.e. zq =  150A however, this
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Figure 5.12: Is to 2pz transition with Z=4. The source atom is between planes 
in this example.

does not reveal where the fringes are coming from. It may be that the dynamical 

diffraction before the fast electron interacts with the source atom is causing the 

fringes or it may be the diffraction afterwards or it may be a combination of both. 

We are able to investigate this point by adjusting the depth of the source atom 

using the present model. Figure 5.13 shows a sequence of object functions with 

the source atom moving from the top of the crystal to the bottom. The transition 

is the Is to 2pz with the source atom placed between atomic planes and with an 

atomic number of 4 corresponding to an energy loss of 160eV. The depths are 

a)0A b)100A c )2 0 0 A  d)300A e)400A f)500A. In this case the relative intensities 

have been preserved between images.
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Figure 5.13: Is to 2pz transition showing variation in intensities and fringes 
through the depth.

There are a number of points which this sequence brings out. First, there is 

a significant change in intensity through the sequence. The line graph in Fig

ure 5.14 shows this more clearly. The maximum intensity of the object function 

is displayed with the source atom placed at 50 equally spaced depths through the 

crystal. The intensity variation is shown with the source atom both placed on a 

crystal plane and between crystal planes.

It is noticeable that the wavelength of this intensity variation is comparable to 

the extinction distance of a Bloch wave [21]. To investigate if this is the cause 

of the intensity variations the incident Bloch wave, |^(Ro,2:)|2 at x =  0 (off 

plane) and x = 0.5 (on plane) has been plotted in figure 5.15. Comparisons 

of these graphs clearly shows that when the Bloch wave is at a maximum over 

the position of the source atom the corresponding intensity pattern is also at a 

maximum. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the intensity of the incident 

Bloch wave at the position of the source atom plays an important role in dictating 

the final intensity of the pattern.
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Figure 5.14: Intensity variation of Is to 2pz transition as a function of depth for 
the x = 0 (off plane) and x = 0.5 (on plane) condition.
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Figure 5.15: Bloch wave intensity on and off plane for 500A Si crystal in the 
(220) systematic row configuration.
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5.3 .3  U sin g  a S ingle Focus

Another striking feature of the sequence shown in figure 5.13 is the way in which 

the source atom appears to move from being between fringes to being on a fringe. 

Clearly the source atom does not move and it must be the fringes which are revers

ing their contrast as happens in High Resolution Electron Microscopy (HREM). 

It was explained in section 4.4 that the object function is given by focusing it 

onto the position of the source atom. Figure 5.16 shows the same sequence as 

figure 5.13 with the focus set to 250A and without showing the relative inten

sities. As expected the patterns become defocused away from the centre of the 

crystal but the source atom remains between fringes throughout. This indicates 

that the focusing of the object function onto the source atom causes the fringe 

reversal as is observed in conventional HREM. If the maximum intensity is also 

plotted, see figure 5.17, this reveals that the variation in intensity is smaller than 

for the ideally focused case although the intensity values are also lower.
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Figure 5.16: Series of Is to 2pz transitions at various depths through the crystal, 
see text for details.
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Another important point that can be seen from figure 5.13 is that the pictures 

with the source atom at the top of the crystal and at the bottom of the crystal 

both display the characteristic background fringes associated with the crystal 

object function. This implies that there is a much more complicated interaction 

than the simple explanation that the fringes are due to dynamical diffraction 

effects after the interaction of the fast electron with the source atom.

The above set of results reveal a number of important restrictions on how well 

an image of an atom can be seen. First, the fall off in intensity is not as sharp 

as for the free space model due to the background fringes. Therefore, the image 

has a slightly larger spatial extent than the free space object functions. Second, 

the intensity varies with the depth of the source atom. However, if the image is 

focused onto a single plane as in figure 5.16 then the intensity variation is much 

less (figure 5.17) although the resolution is not as good with the image spreading 

out due to defocus. This combination of image spread due to background fringes 

and defocus as well as the variation of intensity due to depth may make atomic 

resolution difficult using this method. One recent claim of atomic resolution is 

investigated in the next section. As explained previously, only one transition
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and one energy loss have been shown here to keep the number of results to a 

realistic level, however, the broad conclusions are the same for other transitions 

and energy losses.

5.4 Inelastic Im aging o f W hole Crystals

So far we have considered a single impurity atom within a surrounding crystal. 

Endoh et al [1] extended the use of energy loss images to considering whether the 

whole crystal could be imaged in this way. He used a Si crystal and concluded 

that the bright spots which appeared in the images are the images of individual 

atomic columns containing Si atoms. However, we have seen from the work in 

section 5.2.2 that dynamical diffraction effects produce fringes at a distance of 

an atomic plane. If these fringes are intense enough then it may be that these 

bright spots appearing in the images in the paper by Endoh et al are not images 

of individual atomic columns and this type of high resolution chemical imaging 

is not possible.

It is possible to use our model developed in section 4.2.3 to examine the possibility 

of this type of high resolution chemical mapping. To do this we need to take the 

images at a set of depths and add them together. The calculations we have been 

using up until now have assumed a systematic row as the diffraction condition. 

If we are considering a column it may appear that this geometry is no longer 

valid. However, to investigate the importance of the fringes it is not necessary to 

accurately describe the system used by Endoh et al. Rather, we need a source of 

inelastic electrons so that we can see how important the fringes arising from the 

dynamical diffraction are.

There are three stages to this analysis. First, we must add several images together 

through the thickness of the crystal in order to determine the intensity of the 

fringes which arise. Clearly a single focus must be taken as would be the case in a
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real system. For this analysis we have taken the Is to 2pz transition and an atomic 

number of 4. The focus has been set to 250 A, half way through the crystal. The 

relative intensity of the fringes with respect to the central bright spot is crucial 

in determining whether high resolution chemical mapping can be achieved this 

way. Therefore, no gamma correction factor has been used during this section. 

Figure 5.18 shows the integration through depth of the object functions. It can 

be seen that the brightest fringes are in the centre but that image is very localised 

as expected from the previous work.

The second stage of this analysis consists of adding a set of these depth integra

tions along a row with inter atomic spacing as would be the case in the work of 

Endoh et al. Because the fringes have the same spacing so they will also add to 

the intensity at the bright spots. Figure 5.19 shows a row of these columns.

The final part of this analysis is to remove one column and compare the resulting 

intensities at this column with the surrounding columns. This is shown in fig

ure 5.20. It can be seen that while the intensity at the missing column does fall off 

it would be difficult in practice to distinguish the difference between figure 5.19 

and figure 5.20. It must be concluded, therefore, that it is not possible to produce 

the high resolution chemical maps using the method suggested by Endoh et al.
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Figure 5.18: Column of source atoms for Z  =  4 and the Is to 2pz transition, the 
focus is on 250A. The same fringes are present as for single impurity atoms.

Figure 5.19: Shows a row of columns of source atoms as in figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.20: One column of source atoms has been removed completely, compare 
with figure 5.19.

5.5 Sum m ary

In this chapter we have tested assumptions and applied the models developed 

in the last chapter. Initial tests showed that a relativistic correction factor was 

required but that the dipole approximation was a good one. These initial inves

tigations into the free space model also revealed tha t the object functions were 

well localised and tha t it may be possible to resolve images from adjacent atoms 

within a crystal. However, it was also shown that for low energies and small 

collection angles the image becomes more spread out and resolution is degraded.

Comparisons were then made between the free space and crystal object functions 

which showed that the inclusion of a crystal causes fringes on the object function. 

It was shown that the bright centre of the object function moved as the source 

atom was moved in the x-y plane indicating tha t the interaction between the 

fast electron and source atom was localised to some extent to within an atomic 

spacing. Additionally, as the source atom was moved to different depths through 

the crystal the intensity varied by 2 to 3 times. It was shown that this variation 

was due to a large extent to the variation of the incident Bloch wave through the
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crystal. Fringe reversal was also noted as the source atom was moved through the 

crystal, but this could be prevented by choosing a single focus. A single plane 

for the focus was also shown to reduce the variation in intensity under some 

circumstances although the resolution was also degraded.

One way of overcoming this variation was to integrate over the depth of the 

crystal, although this requires columns of atoms. In this case the resolution was 

affected due to the single focus. It was demonstrated that if a number of columns 

were close to one another this would lead to the fringes adding constructively, 

making it appear that there were atomic columns present even if this was not the 

case. This showed that high resolution chemical imaging of whole crystals could 

not be achieved in this manner.
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C hapter 6

C onclusions

It has been shown that an energy filter combined with a CCD is a vital piece 

of equipment when studying crystalline materials quantitatively. It increases the 

accuracy with which we can study elastic and inelastic scattering of electrons by 

a crystal. This thesis has concentrated on two areas where energy filtering has 

been used. That is, in structure factor determination using elastic scattering and 

chemical mapping via inelastic scattering.

6.1 E lastic Scattering

It was first shown that energy filtering allows us to study the distribution of elec

tronic charge within a crystalline material and hence gain a better understanding 

of atomic bonding within that crystal. This is achieved using the CBED pat

tern matching method of Bird and Saunders. To be able to use this method we 

needed to have a number of factors in place. First, only elastic scattering could 

be considered, inelastic events will disrupt the scattering of the electrons and 

make it very difficult to interpret the final electron intensity patterns. This re

quires energy filtering to be used where most of the collected electrons have only 

been elastically scattered. Hence, contrast is preserved and comparisons can be
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made between theory and experiment. Next, we must have an accurate theory 

for elastic scattering so that we can compare the energy filtered results with the 

theory. The theory of elastic scattering in a perfect crystal has been understood 

for some time and is developed in chapter 2.

Structure factor determination using CBED has the advantage that small areas 

of near perfect crystal can be used in experiment to ensure that the theory and 

experiment are as close as possible. The method used by Bird and Saunders 

calculated the theoretical electron intensity pattern using free atom structure 

factors. It then uses the quasi Newton minimisation routine to alter the free atom 

values until the best fit between theory and experiment is found. This defines the 

’best fit’ structure factors and, consequently, atomic bonding. Using this method 

has two advantages. First, CBED produces detailed intensity patterns, ideal for 

pattern matching. Second, the method uses a crystal zone axis ensuring that 

there is a large amount of dynamical diffraction, i.e. the electrons are diffracted 

through the relevant scattering vectors more often than for the systematic row 

approach, increasing accuracy. The theory for CBED was developed in chapter 

2 where it is shown that to calculate the pattern a many beam matrix must be 

solved. However, this method can be very time consuming. By using a zone 

axis the calculations of the CBED pattern must use a large number of beams, 

making the many beam matrix large. The time taken to solve this matrix scales 

as N 3 where N  is the order of the matrix and the calculation time can become 

prohibitively slow.

Previously, second order perturbation theory had been successfully applied as a 

means of overcoming this limitation. However, the quasi Newton minimisation 

method requires the gradients of the structure factor values with respect to the 

total error to be known. An analytic expression for these gradients had been 

developed for use with second order perturbation theory but was only exact while 

the eigenvectors were unperturbed, i.e. only the eigenvalues could be perturbed. 

In chapter 3 the Bethe approximation was investigated as an alternative approach. 

In this approximation the eigenvectors are altered, making the analytic gradients
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inexact but improving the accuracy of the eigenvectors used in the amplitude 

equation. A set of tests were performed to ensure that the Bethe approximation 

gave improved performance over the original second order method. These tests 

were used to show

• Under what conditions the approximations break down

• Relative convergence of methods for different materials

• Accuracy of new gradients using Bethe approximation

• How well the theoretical pattern would converge for a realistic system

Initially, a very simple case was taken where only three beams were considered, 

two diffracted strongly and one weakly. It was shown that while the analytic 

solutions to the many beam matrix (now a three beam matrix) were different, 

expanding the Bethe approximation to the second order gave similar expressions 

for the eigenvalues. The intensity values produced using the two approximations 

were then compared for a range of diffraction conditions, i.e. the strength of 

the diffraction into the third beam was altered. It was shown that the second 

order value would blow up as the approximation became invalid, whereas the 

Bethe approximation did not. Thus the second order approximation requires an 

additional subjective cut off between the inner and outer beam set where the 

original eigenvalues are left unperturbed, this is likely to reduce the accuracy of 

this method.

Next a more realistic system was considered with several hundred beams included. 

An ’experimental’ pattern was calculated using independent atom structure fac

tors and a large number of beams. The number of inner beams required by each 

method for convergence was investigated. It was found that for both a Si and Ga 

As test crystal the Bethe approximation converged more quickly. This allowed 

fewer beams to be included in the matrix diagonalisation and reduced calculation 

time. However, this only demonstrated that the Bethe approximation could cal
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culate a single pattern with fewer beams. In order to determine atomic bonding 

it was necessary to alter the low order structure factors to produce a best fit with 

experiment. The quasi Newton minimisation routine was used to for this but this 

required the gradient of each structure factor being altered with respect to the %2 

error to be calculated. Analytic gradient expressions had been developed for the 

original second order perturbation approximation, however these were no longer 

exact for the Bethe approximation and it was important to show that they were 

not significantly altered by the use of the Bethe approximation. The structure 

factors which were used to calculate the ’experimental’ pattern were randomly al

tered and the pattern recalculated using the Bethe approximation. The gradients 

produced using the Bethe approximation were compared to numerical gradients 

and shown to vary by less than 0.3%, indicating that these gradients could be 

used. Finally, the calculation was allowed to run to completion and the resulting 

values for the structure factors were found to be very close to those used in the 

original calculation.

Finally, this method was used with real experimental data in a Si system. The 

structure factors found were in close agreement with results from previous X-ray 

analysis.

It has been shown that the pattern matching technique of Bird and Saunders can 

be used to determine the low order structure factors and, therefore, the bonding 

of atoms within a crystal. This relies on accurate collection of experimental 

elastic data using CCD cameras and energy filtering. The Bethe approximation 

method should be used to reduce calculation time since it has been shown to 

give a converged pattern with fewer beams without any detrimental effect on the 

minimisation routine.
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6.2 Inelastic Scattering

The second situation in which the energy filter combined with the CCD has been 

shown to be of great value is in the study of inelastically scattered electrons and 

how these provide information about the crystal under study. In particular, the 

excitation of core electrons allows chemical maps of the crystal to be made. These 

maps have been used to examine the elemental make up of a material to a few 

nm resolution. Resolution depends upon a number of factors. First, the inelastic 

image must be clear, this requires energy filtering to eliminate the elastically 

scattered electrons and the inelastically scattered electrons of different energy 

and a CCD to collect the image data. Next, the microscope parameters such 

as chromatic aberrations have been shown to play an important role in limiting 

the maximum resolution which these maps can achieve. Finally, even if perfect 

energy filtering were achieved and an ideal microscope was used there would still 

be a limit to the resolution of these maps due to the underlying physics of the 

scattering processes. These underlying limits were investigated here.

In order to investigate these physical limitations it was necessary to create a 

theoretical model of the inelastic scattering. Unlike the first section, we were not 

trying to reproduce an exact experimental situation but rather determine what 

limited the resolution of these experimental images. Therefore, it was necessary 

only to obtain a source of inelastically scattered electrons rather than exactly 

model the inelastic process. This enabled a number of approximations to be 

used. First, the source atom was assumed to by hydrogenic, allowing the energy 

loss to be altered by changing the atomic number of this atom. Second, the 

atomic excitation was considered to be from one bound state to another rather 

that from a bound state to a free state. Third, the imaging process was considered 

to be perfect, i.e. the object function was found rather than an image. Finally, 

the dipole approximation was assumed. This model was developed in chapter 4.

In this first model the source atom was considered as being independent from
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other atoms and therefore, not subject to any elastic diffraction effects. In chapter 

5 some of the assumptions which were made in the model were tested and it was 

shown that the dipole approximation did not significantly affect the resulting 

object function and could therefore, be used in the rest of the work.

A second model was developed in chapter 4 which was similar to the first model 

but included a surrounding crystal. Again several approximations were made 

The surrounding crystal was chosen to be Si but since only the independent 

atom values for the Si structure factors were readily available these were used. 

The crystal orientation was chosen along the 110 direction and diffraction was 

allowed on only the 6 strongest G vectors, i.e. from 660 to 660.

The independent atom model was used to show that, depending on the energy 

loss, images from core loss excitation will be localised to within ~  1 to 2 A with 

the spread increasing as the objective aperture decreases below 20mrads. Results 

from the two models were then compared and it was found that the addition 

of the surrounding crystal made the image formation much more complicated 

with fringes now being present around the central bright spot. The intensity of 

the image varied strongly as a function of depth due to variation of the Bloch 

wave intensity as a function of depth. Changing the depth of the source atom 

also caused the fringes to reverse contrast but it was shown that this contrast 

reversal was stopped if a single focus was taken. A single focus also tended to 

reduce variations in the intensity but caused the object function to become less 

localised. Thus reducing the capability of atomic resolution images. It was also 

found that the interaction of the fast electron and the source atom was localised to 

within an atomic layer since moving the source atom from on plane to between 

planes resulted in different object functions. While these were the important 

differences noted from the models it was also possible the use use these model to 

investigate claims of atomic resolution.

It had been stated that imaging the crystal atoms themselves would allow atomic 

resolution to be attained. However, the results described above indicate that
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the fringes, intensity variations and increased spread at a single focus may make 

atomic resolution imaging very difficult. Therefore, to investigate this claim a 

set of object functions varying in depth but with a single focus were calculated. 

These functions were then added in intensity, effectively giving a column of source 

atoms. Finally, a number of these columns were added together separated by the 

atomic spacing of a Si 110 systematic row axis. It was found that removal of a 

single column did not make a significant difference to the final pattern, indicating 

that claims of atomic resolution were not accurate.

6.3 Summ ary

The energy filter does not rank as one of the great breakthroughs of 20th century 

science, however, it has been demonstrated in this thesis that for the electron 

microscope and our over all understanding of crystalline materials it is a very 

important tool. Both elastic and inelastic events can be studied in greater detail 

allowing us to understand the atomic bonding of crystalline materials and their 

chemical make up more accurately than ever before.
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A ppendix  A  

D erivation o f the Three B eam  

A nalytic Expressions

In this appendix we derive expressions for the change in eigenvalue for the three 

beam system of section 3.5.1. This will be done for both second order perturba

tion theory and the Bethe approximation.

The full matrix of our three beam case can be written,

( w — s* U\

H  =

U2 \

U\ —w — U2 

\  U2 U2 (3 -  s3)

(A .l)

If this is split into two components as in section 3.4.3 we get

H° =

( w — . 

Ur

\  0

Ur

—w

0 \  

0

( 3 - s J )

(A.2)
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and

V  =

(  0 0 U2 \

0 0 U2

\ U 2 U2 0 /

(A.3)

Considering second order perturbation first the eigenvalue is given by,

i f t  S o - - S o
(A.4)

where j  represents the inner beam set and i the outer beam set. The change in 

the eigenvalue can be written as,

Ss = m ' 2
« o - • S o

(A.5)

where i has only 1 value in this case allowing the sum over i to be dropped, V ' is 

found from the matrix formed by the operationalyvj) where is the normalised 

eigenvector matrix formed by diagonalising the inner matrix H°. Diagonalising 

H° gives =  db(iy2 -f U-j2)1/2 and an eigenvector matrix of,

/ -Ux -Ux 0 \

w — (w2 +  C/2)1/2 w +  (w2 +  C/2)1/2 0

0 0 1 /
(A-6)

However, for V' to be defined as ^  must be normalised. Substituting

ac =  (w2 +  t /2)1/2 gives as,

and

t f t  =

---------------------------7 -
( 2 ( « 2 — i o k ) ) 1 / 2

---------------------------T -
( 2 ( « 2 + u ; k ) ) 1 / 2

W  —  K

( 2 ( k 2 — w k ) ) 1 / 2 ( 2 ( k 2 + i i / « ) ) 1 / 2

0 0

-Ux W  —  K

( 2 ( k 2 — i o k ) ) 1 / 2 ( 2 ( k 2 —h i k ) ) 1 / 2

-Ux u - + k

(2 ( k P + w k ) ) 1 ! 2 ( 2 ( « 2 + w « ) ) 1 / 2

0 0

0 \

0

1 /

ON

0

1/

(A.7)

(A.8)
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It is now possible to form with the above matrices and therefore obtain

the change to the eigenvalue. 'JdV'F is given by,

/  0  0  U2{ - U i + uj- k) v
(  u  U  ( 2 k 2 — 2 u ; k ) 1 / 2

n  n  U 2 ( U \  - \ - t u  k )

U  U  ( 2 k 2 + 2 u ; k ) 1 / 2

^ ( - t / i + w - w )  U 2 ( - U i + w - k ) -I
'  ( 2 k 2 — 2 w k ) 1 / 2  ( 2 k 2 + 2 w k ) 1 / 2  '

(A.9)

fo1 is now given by | |2/ — -sj,. For an Hermitian matrix the sum over i

means that for the first eigenvalue all the components in the first row of 

must be squared and added together, similarly for the second eigenvalue all the 

components in the second row must be squared and added. Thus the change in 

s1 is given by,

faO> .  ("■<“ - »,7  "-g . (A.10)
2( ac2 — w k ) ( k — (3)

If k is replaced with i t ’s original definition of (w2 +  U2)1̂ 2 and the expression is 

simplified we get,

(1) =  - u K ^  +  u ^ - u . u |
p(w2 + u?y/2 - (w* + u?y ( • ’

The full expression for can be written as,

u iw  + UlY1' + Uim ,A12)
( (w2 + u?) - p(w2 + u?y/2 ( ' ’

Similarly the change in the second eigenvalue can be found and is given by,

,<*> -  - (uy  + U2)U2 + u w  +  ^ 2)1/2 -  u ^ 2 (A 13)
( +  l J  +  ( w 2 +  u ? ) - p ( u >2 +  u ? y / 2 ' 1 J

These are the changes that second order perturbation theory introduces into
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the three beam case of section 3.5.1. Although the Bethe approximation uses 

a different approach to changing the eigenvalues it is still possible in the simple 

three beam case to find an expression giving the changes in eigenvalues. Consider 

the full 3 x3 H  matrix given in equation (A.l) above, given the equation H —s\I/ =  

0 then the third row is equivalent to the equation,

U2C0 +  U2C1 +  ( 0 -  s)C2 =  0. (A.14)

If we make the assumption that /? s then this can be rearranged to to define 

C2 in terms of the other components i.e. ,

C2 =  - j ( C 0 +  Ci ). (A.15)

Now consider the first two rows which are given by,

(w -  s)Co +  U\C\ +  U2C2 = 0

and

C/iCo +  { - w  -  s )Cx +  U2C2 =  0.

If the right hand side of equation (A. 15) is substituted into the above equations 

they become,



The m atrix can now be considered to be a 2 x 2 matrix which is the particular 

form of the general equation (3.19) in chapter 3. It is written,

w - U U P - s >  U\ — U \!P \
(A.16)

U i - U H P  - w - U U P - s v

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of our system are now given by diagonalising 

this matrix. This gives the value of the eigenvalues as,

Here, we are particularly interested in comparing the eigenvalue expression with 

that from second order perturbation theory. Therefore, we expand the determi

nant of this matrix to give,

Uo w u\ s /TT u*,TT t/2\  n 
(w -  -J - «)(-«> -  -J - a) -  (*A -  -j)(U1 - -j) =  o.

Expanding this and neglecting all terms involving U* which are small gives,

2 aUl
- i n 2 -  (72 +

2 UiUj 
P

= 0. (A.18)

This gives the value of s as

—Ui , ,U* 2 U M  . /4
a = - f - ± ^ - - J ± - w ~ U?- (A-19)

However, this is very dissimilar to the second order perturbation theory making 

it difficult to compare the two. Standard perturbation theory [95] can be applied 

to this problem in order to produce an analytic solution of the same form as 

second order perturbation theory. The perturbation expansion,

s — -So +  Ssi +  62S2 +
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and its square,

s2 = Sq +  2<̂ s0>si +  0(82)

can be used to determine s in equation (A.18) if it is noted that 2£/|//? is small 

and represented by 8. Thus equation (A. 18) is now given by,

Sq +  2£soSi +  8so +  82si — w2 — U2 +  U\8 =  0.

To solve this we must first eliminate all £2,s since they will be small and equate 

the other coefficients as shown below,

£° : s2q — w2 — U2 = 0 , 6o =  (w2 +  U2f l 2

81 : 2s06i +  So +  Ui — 0 , s i — —  --------.
2s0

s is defined as so +  8s\ so by replacing 8 with 2 U2 I ft gives the two eigenvalues of 

the system as,

s «  =  (w2 +  U + W n - W  + U?)1/2- U 1 ) 
( +  +  f3 2(w2 + U2)1!2

s(2) _  _ (U)2 , , 2UW vt + Ui)1'* - * )
_  (w ^  - 2 ( ^ 2  +  t / 2 )l /2

Simplifying and rearranging these expressions gives,

s '1* =  (w2 +  u 2y / 2 +
U2(w2 +  U2)1/2 + UiU'i 

-P (w 2 + U W 2
(A.20)

and
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_.m _  (tt.» | w 2 , W ™2 +  W 2 ~  W l  (A 2n
5 (u , + U , )  +  _ P ( W 2 +  U 2 y , 2  ■

These consist of the basic eigenvalues which can be obtained by diagonalising 

the H° m atrix (the first term on the right hand side) and the changes in this 

value (second term on the right hand side). These changes are the Bethe ap

proximation equivalent to the of equations (A. 12) and (A. 13). The only 

difference between these equations being that the Bethe approximation assumes 

that p (w2 Tf/j2)1/2 and alters the denominator accordingly. However, the true 

Bethe expression given in equation (A. 17) includes all the terms in the expansion, 

the above equations only include the first term.
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